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HVI (High Viscosity Index) combination oil offers excellent 
heat and oxidation stability coupled with low-temperature 
mobility. This improves the fuel mileage and reduces oil 
consumption while achieving better engine response by 
forming a strong oil film to the components of the engine. 
Suitable for all gasoline cars.

High Spec Racing Oil utlizes Polyol Ester Polyalphaolefin 
(PAO) base oil to guarantee exceptional oxidation and shear 
stability with high heat resistance. The ester polymer form a 
coating by sticking to the components in the engine, which 
reduces friction and protects the engine from burns even at 
a very high temperature with minimal pressure loss. Suitable 
for high spec turbo charged or NA tuned cars.

Lim Tan Motor Pte Ltd 
Blk 9 Sector C #01-38
Sin Ming Ind. Est S'pore 575644 Tel: 6452 2135

Evo X Hi Volume Inlet Manifold
Evo X Upgrade Actuator
DTT Turbo Timer
I-Burner Sparklights with Expansion Kit
SBC Spec S Boost Controller
R-Vit I Color Flash 3.1 with Boost Sensor
R-Vit I Color Flash 3.1

Type 1 n 2 Radiator Cap
Dual Drive Blow Off Valve WRX, STI Kit
Dual Drive Blow Off Valve Legacy, Exiga, Forester
Impreza S-GT Nur Spec DT
Impreza GD WRX n STI Nur RX
LM Intercooler Kit for Impreza MY08 STI,
WRX n S-GT FATT Turbo Timer

BRW08 Rims (In Below Sizes and Color)
17*8 5h114.3 offset 32mm Black
17*8 5h114.3 offset 32mm Bronze
17*8 5h114.3 offset 42mm Bronze
17*8 5h100 offset 42mm Bronze
17*8 5h114.3 offset 32mm Silver
18*8 5h100 offset 45mm Matt Blue
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Exclusive Importer:Exclusive Retailer:
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What qualifies as social media? Well, 
according to Wikipedia, “social media 
are media for social interaction, 
using highly accessible and scalable 
communication techniques.” Think 
Facebook, Twitter and Youtube. 
These Internet-based applications 
allow interaction between friends, 
family and even complete strangers. 
However, I would say social media is 
akin to a double-edged sword.

When it serves its intended purposes 
and reaps benefits, everyone heaps 
praises on it. But when malicious 
content or false information goes 
viral (remember STcom's boo-boo 
on Twitter?), we must always remind 

ourselves to think twice before hitting 
that “Post” button.

In recent years, Facebook pages of 
various automotive publications and 
automotive related trades (workshops 
and dealers) have popped up like 
wild mushrooms. This social media 
platform serves to keep enthusiasts 
abreast of the latest happenings 
and promotions and best of all, they 
involve zero cost.

In case you guys didn’t already know, 
we have our very own REV Magazine 
Singapore Facebook page as well. 
Being our fan not only keeps you 
updated on the latest automotive 

news and promotions, but also gives 
you a chance to win 1 of the 2 S$100 
Stamford Tyres voucher that we will 
be giving out monthly! 

And as promised, we have spruced 
up the content of our magazine. 
Introducing Uncle Agony - an avenue 
which you can get your car-related 
questions answered by our panel of 
knowledgeable advisors. If hot girls 
are your cup of tea, then I’m sure our 
new feature writer for our Life section, 
Melissa, will not disappoint you. We 
have also increased the number of 
pages for both our cover cars so you 
guys can drool over the additional 
photos we’ve included. If looks could 

kill, I’m pretty sure our I.C.E car would 
be guilty as charged.

Having said that, we would absolutely 
love to know what else you would wish 
to see in our magazine. Be a fan of our 
REV Magazine Singapore Facebook 
page and drop us a message. You 
may even stand a chance to win the 
exciting prizes we’ve lined up for you. 
Otherwise, the ever reliable email 
works as well.

The Might of Social Media
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Vin Diesel and Paul Walker 
lead a reunion of returning all-
stars from every chapter of 
the explosive franchise built 
on speed in Fast Five. In this 
installment, former cop Brian O’Conner 
(Paul Walker) partners with ex-con Dom 
Toretto (Vin Diesel) on the opposite side of 
the law. 

Dwayne Johnson joins returning favorites 
Jordana Brewster, Chris “Ludacris” Bridges, 
Tyrese Gibson, Sung Kang, Gal Gadot, Matt 
Schulze, Tego Calderon and Don Omar 
for this ultimate high-stakes race. Out in 
theaters on 5th May 2011.

FAST & FURIOUS5

A week after it roared down Singapore’s 
world famous shopping belt and wowed 
audiences, the ABT Audi R8 LMS 
racecar went on display at AutoVox’s 
showroom in Tagore. Members of the 
public were invited to come and view 
this amazing machine up-close and 
personal and have their pictures taken 
with the car. 

The streets of Tagore Industrial Park 
came to life with the menacing roar 
of the ABT R8 LMS the moment Mr. 
Wolfgang Kitzeder, Managing Director 
of ABT Asia LLP, started the car and 
revved it up. 

The day was not just about getting 
close to the ABT R8 LMS.  Guests were 
also given a tour of AutoVox’s newest 
acquisitions of workshop equipment by 
our workshop partners, Mr. Mohan and 
Mr. Bryan Chua. 

A lucky draw was also held and 3 
winners walked away with prizes 
from our sponsor Motul. With the 
sun shining, great finger-food served 
and encouraging enthusiasm from 
the guests, it was a fun-filled and 
educational day for all as they got to 
witness the strides AutoVox is taking to 
stir up the local motoring community.

ABT R8 LMS RACECAR @ AUTOVOX

Pamper your car with SPARK Car Care’s 
Oil Servicing Package and get rewarded. 
For every Ester Oil Servicing Package, 
you will get a stylish and practical golf 
umbrella (worth $30) absolutely free. 

Each Essential Servicing Package 
($158) includes up to 4L of SPARK 
Power Ester Syn/Turbo Ester Syn Fully 
Synthetic Oil, an original or equivalent 
oil filter, 14-point clean, check and top 

up, and a complimentary car wash and 
interior vacuum. 

This promotion is also applicable 
for Premium and Ultimate Servicing 
Package using SPARK Power Ester 
Syn/Turbo Ester Syn Fully Synthetic Oil. 
Promotion is valid from 1 April – 31 May 
2011. Hesitate no more, give SPARK 
Car Care a call now! SPARK Car Care 
(Braddell) – 6383 8110

SPARK CAR CARE 
SERVICING PROMOTION

Mishimoto is a premier manufacturer 
of performance aluminum radiators, 
aluminum fan shrouds, universal 
intercoolers, silicone hose kits and 
cooling accessories. With their high 
quality products and reasonable 
pricing, their products have been fast 
gaining popularity with Singaporeans. 

833 Motorsports is proud to announce 
that they are now an authorized 

Mishimoto dealer. Get your Mishimoto 
products from them and you’ll be 
assured of top notch workmanship 
during installation. Mishimoto products 
are available for a wide range of cars. 
To find out more, do not hesitate 
to give 833 Motorsports a call at  
9233 0833.

IS NOW AN AUTHORIZED MISHIMOTO DEALER

0405_Rev07_News.indd   1 9/15/11   10:12 AM
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With the arrival of McLaren and Infiniti 
set for the later half of 2011, Wearnes 
Automotive organized a Media Nite for 
local automotive journalists. Media Nite 
2011 showcased Wearnes’ plans for 
2011 and also served to introduce the 
two new additions. 

Even though only slated to arrive at the 
end of 2011, McLaren’s supercar, the 

MP4-12C, is fast garnering the interest 
of many potential customers. 

Making a return after a long absence 
is Infiniti. The luxury car arm of Nissan, 
Infiniti has beefed up their line-up and 
is expected to impress many with 
their new range. Wearnes currently 
also holds the local distributorship for 
various high-end makes.

VOLKSWAGEN 
POLO GTI 

UNVEILED

WEARNES AUTOMOTIVE  
MEDIA NITE 2011

Volkswagen Singapore recently unveiled 
the GTI version of the Polo. The Polo GTI 
has familiar GTI styling elements such 
as a honeycomb grille with familiar red 
stripes. Behind the 17" alloy rims, you 
will be able to spot the unique red brake 
calipers that stops this hot hatch. Of 
course, GTI badges adorning the front 
and rear of the car speak for themself 
and the dual exhaust tips enhances the 
car's presence.

The 1.4L 16 valve 4 cylinder engine 
produces 180bhp at 6200RPM and 
250Nm of torque between 2,000rpm 
and 4,500rpm. This is all thanks to the 
twin charging technology by Volkswagen 
which combines a supercharger and a 
turbocharger in one single engine. With 
its 7-speed dual-clutch DSG gearbox, 
the quick shifting capability of the two 
dry clutches brings you from 0-100km/h 
in 6.9 secs, and tops out at 229km/h.

Finding it hard to get your 
required dosage of Shell fuels for 
your thirsty car? Fret no more. 
Shell has recently opened a new 
Shell petrol kiosk in Punggol. The 
first in its area, this new station 
will cater to the 82,000 residents 
living in the estate. Located at 
821 Punggol Road, you can 
not only get your tanks filled up 

with Shell fuels, but also enjoy a 
range of other services. With the 
24 hours 7-Eleven store, satisfy 
your midnight snack cravings 
with ease. You can also pay your 
bills, top up your EZ-link card 
and autopass for Malaysian-
registered vehicles with the 
various electronic machines 
available there.

PUNGGOL ESTATE GETS A NEW SHELL STATION

Come 14 and 15 May 2011, ladies 
will get all the fun when Volkswagen 
Singapore organizes its Scirocco 
Ladies’ Day. For two days, they will 
be inviting the women of Singapore to 
experience the sexy Scirocco on the 
Singapore Grand Prix track. Clock the 
fastest timing and get to win a prize as 
well! In addition, pamper yourself with a 

manicure, pedicure or head and neck 
massage while your girlfriends have fun 
on the track. Free flow of refreshments 
will also be provided throughout the day. 
Just in case you’re afraid of your boys 
getting bored, be glad to know that 
there’ll be a 9-ball pool table to keep 
them entertained. For more information, 
visit www.sciroccoladiesday.sg.

SCIROCCO 
LADIES’ DAY

0405_Rev07_News.indd   2 9/15/11   10:12 AM
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It was business as usual on a busy 
Sunday afternoon along Singapore’s 
prime shopping district, Orchard Road. 
However there were a few giveaways 
as to what was about to thrill the crowd 
in the area.

At the stroke of 3pm, a flurry of activity 
could been seen at the junction of 
Orchard Road and Scotts Road as 
road marshals started diverting traffic 
and placing barricades to prevent entry 
to vehicles. A 3 hour road closure was 
in place, turning Orchard Road into a 
800m playground for former F1 driver, 
David Coulthard, and his RBR running 
show car.

Located in the heart of Orchard Road, 
Ngee Ann City Civic Plaza had a series 
of pre-show festivities going on in full 
swing for motorsports enthusiasts. 
Kids and adults alike were trying out 
the Red Bull X2010 supercar on the 
PS3 GT5 game alongside specially 

setup race simulators. At the Red 
Bull Racing Garage, technicians were 
busy preparing the car for the running 
show. The crowd roared in anticipation 
whenever the deafening exhaust note 
of the V-engine pierced through the air. 
Elsewhere, a team of marshals took 
care of clearing away any debris and 
oil, making sure the road was in perfect  
condition for the show.

Finally the Infinity FX safety car took 
to the closed road and sped down 
the shopping belt, prompting cheers 
from the thousands who turned up. 
Soon enough, the distinctive, ear-drum 
shattering roar of the F1 car drowned 
any possible conversation. 

David Coulthard showcased his perfect 
control of the high revving piece of 
machinery, performing burn-outs and 
donuts and leaving the crowd in a 
plume of Pirelli tyre smoke. To see the 
car sprint down Orchard Road from a 

mere few feet from where they were 
standing was a first for many. 

The excitement was further heightened 
when the Audi R8 LMS driven by 
Alex Yoong of Malaysia wowed the 
crowd during the filler show. French 
professional driver Frederic Johais also 
demonstrated the handling prowess 
of the new Renault Mégane RS 250. 
Handbrake u-turns and short straight 
line bursts displayed the sporty pedigree 
of the 250HP 2.0L turbocharged 
Renault hatch.

With their double championship winning 
feat in 2010 and Sebastian Vettel’s 
blazing form of late, Red Bull Racing 
is fast gaining popularity among avid 
F1 fans. From racing down the narrow 
streets of Pamplona, to performing 
donuts in the iconic Orchard Road, Red 
Bull Racing Running Show car event 
has brought the fans’ wildest dreams 
to life.

Orchard Road played host to David Coulthard and his Red Bull Racing show car,
thrilling fans who lined the 800m stretch.

Red Bull Speed 
StReet SingapoRe
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SUNG BENG AUTO (PTE) LTD since 1969
340 & 342 Circuit  Road, Singapore 379494 

•  Appointment Hotline 9272 4879
* 6/12/24 month 

• 0% Installment Plan

SUNDAY & PUBLIC HOLIDAY 10AM - 4PM 
 

MON, WED, FRI 9AM - 10PM TUE, THUR, SAT 9AM - 7PM 
MEET IN FACEBOOK @ WWW.SUNGBENG.COM

OPERATING HOURS: *Terms & Conditions 
Applies

www.sungbeng.com •  Servicing Hotline 9272 4879
Specialised in Air-Con / Any Repairs for Continental, Japan, Korean & other makes
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AZ Bldg
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     MRT
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OVERWHELMING RESPONSE!                             THANK YOU!

ECU

SLUGGISH RESPONSE OR HIGH FUEL CONSUMPTION? 
WE GUARANTEE YOU PICK-UP POWER WITH FUEL ECONOMY

THROTTLE SPECIALIST I G N I T I O N  S P A R K S  S P E C I A L I S T NANO CCA TECHOLOGY
+ + + + + +

(LIMITED SET)

ADD ON, BOLT ON, TAP ON • 1 YEAR WARRANTY • SECURITY CODE SEAL PROTECTION • TRANSFERABLE
OUR PRODUCTS ARE LTA COMPLIANT • DOES NOT VOID CAR WARRANTY • NO SIDE EFFECT!

1 2 3 4 5 6

OBD 
PERFORMANCE  

TUNNING 

Improve fuel consumption & performance

NANO POWER 
CHARGERThrottle Controller

V DRIVE  II

NEW

electronic 
/ cable

++ + + +
or

$140 X 12MTHS*HOTTEST 
BEST INVESTMENT

Air Filter INSIST

HURRICANE

K&N

BMC

SIMOTA

VSD IV

VIOLENCE 
VSD IV

VPM NANO 
POWER 
CHARGER 
TECHNOLOGY

VPM CDI
EXTEND 
FIRING 
DURATIONSTRONGER 

FIRING
THROTTLE 
RESPONSE

ECU OBD*
OVERALL
PERFORMANCE
TUNNING

VIOLENCE V 
DRIVE II*

SIMOTA/ 
K&N / BMC /
HURRICANE 
AIR FILTER* + + ++ +

1 2 3 4 5 6

CDI - 
CAPACITOR 
DISCHARGE 
IGNITION
SPARK 
EXTENSION

Offer Extended 
Till May!!

 INCLUDE INSTALLATION
 0% INTERESTS FREEONLY

ONLY AT SUNG BENG AUTO = THE THROTTLE CONTROLLER SPECIALIST

WELCOME ALL APPOINTMENTS INSTALLATION OR VISIT US @ 342 CIRCUIT ROAD • TESTIMONIAL : WWW.SUNGBENG.COM

MODES 
1. SPORTS 
2. NORMAL 
3. ECONONY

INSIST

KIA FORTE, CERATO, PICANTO, SPORTAGE
HONDA ACCORD, EDIX, FIT GD, AIRWAVE
MIT LANCER CS3, AIRTREK
MAZDA 2, 3, PREMACY, MX 5
SUBARU TS, FORESTER, LEGACY
HYUNDAI GETZ, AVANTE, TRAJET, ACCENT
TUCSON, VERNA, TUSCANI
TOYOTA ALTIS, HARRIER, BB, RUSH, 
RAV 4, WISH, VIOS, SIENTA AND MORE...

MAZDA 2 , 3, 5, 6 (2009 ONWARDS)
MERCEDES ALL CLASS
OPEL, FIAT, BRAVO, 
PUNTO, PANDA, VW, 
PORSCHE, FORD, 
CITROEN, CHEVOLET 
CRUZE, EPICA, SAAB, AUDI, 
MINI, PEUGEOT, SKODA, KIA, 
HYUNDAI, ALFA AND MORE...

EXCLUSIVE ALL CABLE THROTTLE INSTALLATION 
WITH SECURITY CODE SEAL PROTECTION

EXCLUSIVE ALL LATEST ELECTRONIC THROTTLE 
WITH OR WITHOUT SPECIAL HARNESS

INSTANT EFFECT
FR0M

$188 
ONLY

CLEARANCE 
SALES

- Cash & Carry
- Up To 60%

- Check It 
@ Our 

Store Now!

AIR CON 
SPECIALIST

SYNTHETIC SERVICING

Package Include:
• oil filter* worth $10

• 21points check
• labour 

NEW/USED/TRADE-IN RIMS &  T YRES PACK AGES 15” TO 20” 

$68 
only!

Package
4 litres +

And 
more...

COME CHOOSE YOUR FAVOURITE ENGINE OIL @ OUR BEST PRICE

CHECK & DIAGNOSTIC

SERVICE & REPAIR

WIDE 
RANGE 

BODYKITS

GAUGESUNICHIP 
VERSION Q

AUTO TRANSMISSION FILTERPERFORMANCE 
COILOVER

RACING 
BRAKE KIT

Gear Box Repairs Diagnosis
ATF 

 FLUSHING
LTA APPROVED 

EXHAUST
AUDIO / 
SOUND 

PROOFING

ACCIDENT 
CLAIMS/ REPAIR

24hrs Towing
Breakdown

sungbeng.indd   1 5/3/11   12:29 AM
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To fully soup up a car worthy of our 
attention requires countless hours 
of hard work. From the sparkplugs 
used, to the tuner who dials in the 
figures, each aspect must work 
seamlessly with each other. Any single 
malfunction may result in thousands of 
dollars down the drain and a wrecked 
engine. A stock car from the factory 
is no different from a blank canvas. 
When presented to the right people, 
they can do wonders with it and paint 
a spectacular piece of art.

For Convenience Sake
One of the main gripes that drivers 
of manual transmission cars have is 
traffic jams. Couple slow traffic with a 
performance clutch and you’ll end up 
with a sore left calf and a jerky ride. 

It was hard for Kean to decide if he 
wanted the pure performance of a 
manual, or the convenience of an 

Kean’s WRX not only blows away the 
competition, but also handles Singapore’s traffic with ease.

Look Mum,

NO HANDS!

COVER CAR
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auto. After weighing the odds, he 
decided on a 4-speed automatic 
Subaru WRX. Known by its chassis 
code, GDA, it has a 2.0L EJ205 flat-
4 Boxer engine. Despite having an 
automatic transmission, the factory 
TD04L turbocharger provided the 
needed torque when overtaking with 
hardly any turbo lag. But soon enough, 
Kean wanted more from his car.

A Costly Learning Journey
For many car owners out there, 
internet car forums are often the 
learning ground of choice. Upon the 
recommendation of fellow forum 
users, Kean engaged the services 
of a freelance tuner to do a reflash 
of his stock ECU. Despite being 
a turbocharged performance car, 
the factory ECU had a relatively 
conservative map which aims to strike 
a balance between performance 
and fuel economy. By loading a 
more aggressive map into the ECU, 
one would be able to increase the 
performance figures of the vehicle 
without making any other significant 
modifications.

For Kean’s case, the end result was far 
from pleasing. Despite the many good 
reviews from fellow forum users, this 
freelancer tuner simply couldn’t get 
things right even after countless road 
tune sessions. It was beginning to 

frustrate Kean and eventually left him 
with him a blown engine. 

Setting Things Straight
It wasn’t long before the good reviews 
of Dynotechnica found their way to 
Kean’s ears. Having a nightmare 
of an experience with the previous 
freelance tuner, you couldn’t blame 
Kean for being a tad apprehensive 
when it comes to entrusting his 
vehicle  to others. Soon enough, the 
friendliness and expertise of Benny of 
Dynotechnica won his trust over and 
since then, he has never looked back.

To start things off, Kean sat down 
with Benny to decide the kind of 
power goals he was after. Was the 
car going to be sprinting down the 
drag strip, or diving into the sharp 
corners of circuits? One important 
consideration that Benny had was if 
the 4-speed automatic gearbox would 
be able to handle the brute torque of 
a bigger turbocharger. Reliability was 
an important factor since the car was 
Kean’s daily drive as well. A list of parts 
and upgrades soon took form and 
they were all ready for the build. On 
paper, it seemed like it will be nothing 
short of a monster when completed. 
Yet one must thread carefully in such 
territory as no one in Singapore has 
ever pushed out so much from an 
automatic Subaru WRX.

Blitz SBC i-Colour Boost Controller prevents boost spikes

Orange Tyre Pressure Monitoring System

Multi-function Apexi Turbo Timer
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ENGINE
Owen Development Stage 2 Turbo, 
Owen Development Enhanced Forged 
Chrome Actuator, Mines External 
Wastegate, Greddy Type R Blow-Off 
Valve, Slowboy Racing Turbo Inlet 
Hose, Blitz Front Mount Intercooler, 
Blitz Open Pod Air Filter, Engine with 
Fully Forged Internal, Bored Throttle 
Body by Dynotechnica, Cosworth 
Intake Manifold, Perrin Crank Pulley, 
Koyo Radiator, Samco Radiator Hoses, 
Sonic Silicon Hoses, Snow Performance 
Cooling Kit, ARC Oil Cooler, Two 
Hayden Auto Transmission Fluid Cooler, 
Cusco Oil Catch Tank, Level Ten Torque 
Converter from USA, Walbro Fuel Pump, 
Dynotechnica Parallel Fuel Line, Sard 
Fuel Regulator, DW 850cc Injectors, 
Blue and Black Colour Coded Engine 
Bay

UNDERCARRIAGE
AP Racing Brake System, Cusco Front 
Strut Bar, Foo Bros CIDEP Rear Strut 
Bar, Foo Bros Fender Brace, Perrin 
Front & Rear Anti Roll Bar, Perrin I & C 
Link, Perrin Anti Lift Kit, Carbing H-Bar, 
Dynotechnica Metal Under Tray, , KW 
Variant 3 Coilover

CABIN
Bride Low Max Kevlar Racing Seat 
(Driver), Fully Customize Seat with 
Bride Low Max Design (Passenger), 
Rear Seats and Door Panel Wrapped in 
Leather, Samsung 4 Way Camera with 
LCD display, Aluminum Gear Knob & STI 
Gear Frame, 5 x Defi Amber Gauges, 
Blitz SBC i-Colour Boost Controller 
with HKS Holder, Apexi Turbo Timer, 
Dynotechnica Shift I Shift Lamp, Pivot 
Speed Meter, Pioneer Sound System, 
Orange Tyre Pressure Monitoring System

EXTERIOR
Advan RZ 17” Rims, Bridgestone 001 
Tyres, Mcgard Locking Wheel Nuts, Full 
Zero Sports Bodykit, Aqua Spoiler, STi 
Roof Vane, Ganardo Side Mirror, Custom 
Sparkle Paint - Roof, Roof Vane, Roof 
Scoop & Aqua Spoiler, Seibon Reverse 
Scoop

EXHAUST
Apexi N1 Exhaust

Fast Facts:
Subaru WRX 2.0A

The EJ205 was removed from the 
engine bay and forged internals 
found their way into the lower block. 
Clearances were taken and a full blue 
print of the engine was done. No excess 
allowance was permitted for such 
a build and of course Dynotechnica 
took care of that. With a near bullet-
proof engine in place, a bigger turbine 
was necessary to test its limits. Owen 
Development supplied their Stage 2 
Turbocharger and a huge Blitz Front-
Mount Intercooler made sure intake 
temperatures are significantly lowered. 
Snow Performance’s Boost Cooler Kit 
further reduces the intake temperature 
with the use of water-methanol. In 
order to devour the larger amount of 
air that the charge pipes deliver, the 
bored throttle body was attached to a 
Cosworth intake manifold.

Various cooling elements were 
also replaced by aftermarket ones 
so as to ensure the engine and 
various fluids operate at optimal 
temperatures. Attention to protecting 
and strengthening the gearbox can be 
seen by the installation of two Hayden 

and pure driving pleasure can be 
easily obtained. “Going for cheap 
stuff would only cost you more in the 
long run”. No one would know this 
better than Kean.

Power Juice packs a punch

CIDEP rear strut bar

Apexi N1 exhaust muffler 

Keeping things clean and simple

Auto Transmission Fluid Cooler and 
a Level 10 Torque Converter. Braces 
and bars of various functions were 
bolted on to the chassis to increase 
its rigidity and bringing the car to a 
halt would be the job of the AP Racing 
brake system.

The interior received its share of 
gadgets which all serve a specific 
purpose. Engine stats could be 
monitored via Defi Gauges and a 
Blitz boost controller while the Shift I 
shift lamp aids in precise gear shifts. 
Step out of the matching Bride 
front seats and you’ll be greeted by 
Dynotechnica livery adorning the full 
Zerosports kit.

The Figures Have Spoken
One would be surprised at how much 
power this 4-speed automatic WRX 
is putting out. Dyno figures stand at 
620HP and 800Nm of torque, more 
than what most other manual ones 
are getting. An ECU reflash was 
chosen as mapping was required 
and it shows that in the hands on a 
capable tuner, reliability, performance 
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Brands We CarrIed

DYNOTECHNICA
The Performance Specialist

aBOUT Us

Being a creation of passion and knowledge, 
Dynotechnica specializes in performance 
enchancement. This includes dyno services, engine 
rebuilt, chassis lightening, race preparation and 
engine management by utilizing top of the line 
service equipment.

From changing an air filter to mapping your 
engine, we do it all! Be it Subaru, Mitsubishi or 
other Car Makes, our Dynopack dyno is capable 
of enchancing your vehicle's performance. 
Dynotechnica tuned cars reached that obtained 
number one position in many track and street events 
in both Singapore and Malaysia. 

OUr serVICes

Engine Rebuilts

Engine Managements 
 
Dyno Services 
 
Race Preparations 
 
Chassis Lightening

53 UBI AVE 1 #01-37 PAYA UBI INDUSTRIAL PARK S4086934      
TEL: 6841 1304   FAX: 6841 1034   EMAIL: BENNY33@PACIFIC.NET.SGDYNOTECHNICA

Here are the ECUs that                         tune:
• APEXi Power            • AEM ECU            • Autronics ECU      

• ECUtek            • Dimsport            • Unichip & More!

DYNOTECHNICA

dynotechnica_250411.indd   1 4/29/11   4:36:58 PM



FEATURE CAR

Touted as being the last of the 
Evolution line-up, the 10th generation 
of the high performance sedan from 
Mitsubishi features a radically different 
design from its predecessors. It is 
also the first Evo to incorporate a 
sequential semi-automatic six speed 
SST twin-clutch transmission. 

Sticking with tradition, an inline-four 
turbocharged engine distributes 
power to its four-wheel drive system. 
A lighter all-aluminum 4B11T engine 
block mated with a 5 speed manual 
or 6 speed SST gear box provides 
an excellent platform for time attack 
or drag strip usage. Even with stock 
internals, a couple of handling tweaks 
and a quick tune will produce ideal 
results that will rival most cars on 
the track. The Evo’s well-balanced 
chassis, proven pedigree and 
the availability of a wide array of 
aftermarket parts makes the car a 
crowd favourite. 

TR Spec X Project
With such immense potential 
underneath its aluminum panels, it 
is of little wonder why HOS chose 
the X as a platform for the build. 
Termed “Evo TR (Track Ready) Spec 
X”, the name pretty much explains 
the objective in mind. Even though 
the driver, performance figures 

and handling upgrades all play an 
important part in determining your 
lap time, the aerodynamics of the 
car can shave precious seconds off 
as well. It has been proven that a 
functional rear mounted spoiler, as 
big and out of place as it looks, can 
provide the down force that the rear 
requires when in high speed corners. 
Aggressively sloped front bumpers 
also assist in directing more air over 
the car, pushing it towards the asphalt 
and providing more grip.

HOS’ capabilities were showcased 
throughout this TR build. With their 
expertise in design and modeling, 
the entire process from drawing, 
to concept, modeling and final 
production was done at HOS 
facilities. The design team sat down 
and conceptualized from scratch an 
entire TR kit consisting of front/rear 
bumper and fender, side skirts and a 
tail spoiler. The wide vented fenders 
aid the cooling of brakes and score 
a few points in handling by increasing 
the car’s track. A diffuser is included 
in the unique rear bumper design 
and reduces the drag caused by 
underbody airflow. Once the custom 
kit was aligned and secured, the X 
was sent to Lee & Soon Painting 
Works for a paintjob using Dupont 
Centari 2K paint.

Despite replacing the tested and 
proven 4G63 engine with a die-cast 
aluminum 4B11T, the latter didn’t 
disappoint and even surpassed 
the former with its reduced weight 
and broader torque curve. Tomei 
camshafts replaced the stock ones, 
increasing turbo response as well as an 
overall gain in all performance figures. 
Custom charge pipes complimented 
the camshafts by further increasing 
air intake and throttle response while 
a Trust Exhaust system takes care the 
unwanted exhaust gases. All these 
required a more aggressive map and 
Alex Khaw was brought in to do a 
reflash of the factory ECU.

Keeping things cool and preserving the 
longevity of the engine was tasked to 
a CSF B-Tube radiator. CSF Radiator 
is the first in the world to produce 
such B-Tube radiators and with the 
increased heat transfer surface area 
within the radiator, cooling efficiency 
is significantly increased.

Reaching Out
This X is certainly a build that fully 
showcases HOS ability to create a 
fully functionally yet sublime kit. By 
having a Singapore product line that 
caters to the masses, I am sure we’ll 
be seeing more of HOS’ work locally 
and maybe even internationally.P
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ENGINE
Tomei Street Camshaft, Custom Piping, 
CSF Radiator (B-Tube Type), CSF 
Radiator Cap, Reflashed ECU

UNDERCARRIAGE
Advan RZ Rims 19x9 +25, 
Yokohama Tyres

CABIN
Brabus Illuminated Door Stills, Brabus 
Doorlock Pins, Brabus 3-piece Aluminum 
Pedals, Brabus Sport Gearshift Lever

EXTERIOR
HOS Custom Evo TR (Track Ready) Spec 
X Kit: TR-Front Bumper, TR-Dual Vented 
Semi-Wide Fender, TR-Large Side Skirt, 
TR- Add-On Rear Semi-wide Fender, 
TR-Rear Trunk with Functional Tail 
Spoiler, TR-Rear Bumper made of FRP/
Vacuum carbon

EXHAUST
Trust Exhaust System (LTA Compliant) 

Fast Facts: Mitsubishi Evo 
TR (Track Ready) Spec X

Ready To

This X means business.

ATTACKATTACK

12 MAY 2011

The X sports a new 4B11T all-aluminum engine

Reclinable Recaro seat with Sabelt harness

Keeping things simple, yet functional

Trust exhaust system peeking from the rear diffuser

Lightweight 19” Advan RS rims
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ONE STOP AUTO SERVICES CENTRE

BEST  

SEllIN
g!

DRIfT & TRACk SERIES

kR206 kR230

• MANy DIffERENT STylES, SIzES, COlOURS, OffSET & wIDThS AVAlIABlE 
• ABlE TO ClEAR MOST BIg BRAkE kIT  

• NO SPACERS REqUIRED, ABlE TO flUSh wITh fENDERS 

kR580 kR595 kR609

kR613 kR614 kR623 kR626 kR642 kR648

CLEARANCE SALES  
JUMP BUILDING PRICES!!!

46 & 48 Bendemeer Road S339931  
Tel: 6293 3636 Fax: 6298 6868 
Website: http://www.htyre.com/   

Ik R
17” x 8J, 17” x 9J, 18” x 8.5J 18” x 9.5J 18” x 10J

P45 BOOST
17” x 8J, 17” x 9J 16” x 7J, 17” x 7.5J, 17” x 8J, 18” x 9J

SIlMSTREAM
15” x 6.5J, 16” x 7J 

17” x 7.5J, 17” x 8J, 17” x 8.5J

SVN
18” x 10J, 18” x 9J, 

18” x 8.5J

kR536

SUPER lIghT wEIghT SERIES

Card Payment  
Welcome:

0% Credit Card Installemt Plan OCBC/UOB/MAYBANK/DBS/Diners

15” @ $75/pc 16” @ $105/pc 17” @ $135/pc

Htyre_030511.indd   1 5/3/11   6:04:42 PM



MODS

14 MAY 2011

Go Faster, Stop Quicker, Turn Better 
& Enjoy a Better Performance overall with these Products

MODIFICATION 101

Increase your stopping power with 
this brake system from D1Spec. 
A good set of brakes not only 
boost your confidence when doing 
spirited driving, but also prevent 
accidents from happening. This 
2024 aluminum-forged mini 6 
piston caliper system is mated to 
cast iron rotors which are available 
in sizes from 286mm to 320mm.

Fabulous X – 6841 7697

The Exedy Sports Series is a range of products 
ideal for motor sports use by incorporating friction 
material with high-heat resistance properties. Using 
Exedy’s “Ultra Fiber” friction material, premature 
failure of your Ultra Fiber Disc will be a thing of 
the past. Other products include the S Metal Disc, 
Clutch Cover and Racing Flywheel. 
Available for most Toyotas, Nissan, 
Mazda, Mitsubishi, Subaru, Honda 
and Suzuki applications. 
SPK – 9658 9752

One of the most efficient air cleaners on the 
market today, the Apexi Power Intake is 
designed to create pure horsepower. 
A funnel on the top portion of the air 
cleaner channels the air flow directly 
into the lower funnels at the base 
of the cleaner. Coupled with a new  
durable element material and superb 
air flow channeling characteristics, the 
Apexi Power Intake is the choice of many.

Sung Beng – 9272 4879

Snow Performance, the experts in water-methanol 
injection, brings to you their Stage 1 Boost Cooler. 
It is available for forced-induction applications which 

are either fuel injected or carbureted. The 
system starts injecting a fixed amount of fluid 

via the nozzle upon reaching a user-set boost 
pressure and stops when the pressure drops 
below the set level. This makes it a good choice 
for low to medium boost setups looking for an 
octane enhancement and cooler intake charge.

Dynotechnica – 6841 1304

Mugen’s high performance VT-α 
engine oil is a 100% synthetic oil 
that is specially formulated for 
Honda’s high revving VTEC engine. 
Developed by Mugen, a specialist of 
Honda engines, the VT-α not only 
maintains oxidation performance and 
cold-start performance necessary for 
street use, but also performs well as 
a racing engine oil. 

Chuan Lee Hin – 6862 6818Stamford Tyres – 6262 3355

Maximize your mileage with Ecomax, a 
quality product of German technology. 
Being 100% eco-friendly and organic, 
it protects the environment and saves 
your money at the same time. Expect a 
reduction in harmful green house gases 
and carbon deposits and increased 
engine performance with immediate 
results. Its unique properties also protect 
your engine and increases engine life.

Jeep Chee – 6745 4700

Race proven, high quality BMC air filters are 
now available not just for race usage, but for the 
everyday street car as well. Besides having a 
higher airflow rate than OEM filters, BMC filters 
are also washable and reusable. 
With decades of race-
testing, you can be 
assured of an increase 
in performance upon 
installation.

833 Motorsports – 9233 0833

Techpro caters to owners of Korean cars 
who are looking to beef up the handling 

abilities of their cars and score some points 
in the looks department. Due to the limited 

selection of aftermarket parts available for Korean 
rides, Techpro provides Korean car owners with a 

affordable, yet practical coilover system for their rides. 
A drop in ride hide does wonders to both handling, and 

cosmetics. With high quality Techpro coilovers, you will 
not have to worry about squeaky springs and absorbers. 

ManCanDo – 6458 5649

Improve your car’s braking abilities with this 
simple and cost-effective upgrade. Factory 
rubber brake hoses tend to expand and 
swell under hard braking, causing 
a mushy pedal feel and lousy 
performance from your brakes. With 
Advance Steel Braided Hose, you 
will get a consistent and firm feel of 
your brake pedal and swelling 
will be a thing of the past. 

Extract the maximum power from your car with 
Dimsport Custom Flash Tuning. A fully reversible 

and customized process, this 
ECU reflash will do justice to 

your other modifications. 
Expect to gain an increase 
in horsepower and torque 
as well as better throttle 
response. Available for a 

wide range of continental cars.
McWell – 6844 4640

1. Ecomax

4. D1Spec Mini 6 Pot

6. Exedy Sports Clutch Series

8. Tech Pro Coilover

9. BMC Air Filter

3. Snow Performance Stage 1 Boost Cooler

2. Mugen VT-α Engine Oil

5. Advance Steel Braided Hose

10. Apexi Power Intake

7. Dimsport Custom Flash Tuning
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MOTEC AUTO ACCESSORIES 
Blk 1 Pioneer Road North #01-10 Singapore 628455 Tel: 6265 3558 www.motec.sg

LED, HID, Sound System, Carbon Fiber, Alarm System, Car Servicing And Maintenance, Performance Part, 
Exhaust System, Sound Proofing, Customized Floor Mat, Car Batteries, Bodykit and many more.  

Your Ideal Car Accessories Distributor and Retailer.

LTA COMPLIANT EXHAUST

Hella Horn

Sound Proofing

Solar FilmSpring Stiffener 
Sizes A, B, C, D, E, F, B+ 

(with Installation)

Car Battery Spring Stiffener 
Sizes A, B, C, D, E, F, B+ 

(with Installation)

Strut Bars

$115 
ONWARDS $50 

ONWARDS $80 
ONWARDS

$45 
A PAIR

$280 
A CAR $120 

ONWARDS

$50 
ONWARDS

ANY 3 FOR 

$439 

60mm Pro Sport /
Depo Racing

BODYKITCF WRAPCARBON FIBRE BONNET

$650 
ONWARDS

PIONEER 4350DVD

Honda Civic CF Bonnet

3A Car Mat

$15 
EACH

Spy Alarm

$248 
ONWARDS

ING Bodykit

$500 
ONWARDS

Subaru ver.10 Varis CF Bonnet Carbon Bonnet Wrap

$888
Fr

$120

Tanabe , HKS, JS Racing, Drift Racing

$888

with installation + 1 yr agent warranty

Cruze CF Bonnet

$888 $1XXX
ONWARDS

Honda Civic RR (PP)

LED Day Light 
with Signal

Customised ICE

$900 
ONWARDS

Vortex (R) Type 5 C/F GT Wing

$750 $158
W/INSTALL + 

SWITCH

Door Handle Lights

$120 
ONWARDS

LED LIGHTSCOILOVER

 4TH BRAKE LIGHT

HID CONVERSION KIT
With 1year warranty 

with Installation
With 1year warranty 

with Installation

Audi A5 3.2 Coupe Lexus IS250

$50 
ONWARDS

Leg Room LED LED Door light Subaru Impreza Eyelid

CUSTOMISE LED $70 
ONWARDS

$30 
FOR 2

$50 
FOR 4

HKS/ BC/ Drift Racing/ Tanabe

Borch & Boliden

WHY WORRY NO ACCESSORIES & WORKSHOP 
OPEN AT NIGHT?
OPEN DAILY EXCEPT PUBLIC HOLIDAYS 

FROM 6PM - 3AM

TOP-UP
• Battery Water 
• Brake, Clutch, Power Steering Fluid
• Radiator Coolant
• Windshield Washer System 
 
CHANGE 
• 4 Litres Engine Oil 
• Oil Filler (original or equivalent)

ENJOY EXPRESS  

SERVICING  
AT MOTEC WITH 

JUST  

$88

CLEAN
• Air Filter

CHECK
• Air-con Belt & Fan Belt
• Handbrake, Horns & Wipers
• Indicators & Lighting
• Transmission & Axle Oil Level 
• Tyres & Tyre Pressure 

LUBRICATE
• 4 Battery Terminal 
• Door Hinges

SERVICING PACKAGES

$165*

HKS NA RACING

$135*

HKS SUPER RESPONSE

$108*

PENNZOIL

$88

ENOCFK MASSIMO

$128*

MOTUL

WINDSCREEN 
WASHER  SOLVENT 

WITH EVERY 
SERVICING DONE 

AT MOTEC
*Terms & Conditions

$176*

HKS TURBO RACING

$165*

BLITZ 5W40

$128*

BIZOL

$128* 

X REV

$128*

AGIP

$118*

TEAM MOTEC

FREE 
UMBRELLA

Motec.indd   1 5/3/11   2:46 PM
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Chevrolet’s sedan offering in the form 
of the Epica is honestly quite a unique 
car in its own ways. An unconventional 
approach has been taken towards 
the styling and choice of engine. The 
result is a car that offers the driver 
an all-round driving experience that 
is usually found in costlier and larger 
displacement makes.

Built by GM Daewoo in South Korea,  
this car sports a sleek sweep-back 
styling with a full body kit that includes 
all-round skirting installation. The 
various other touches include a LED 
tail lamp cluster that provides added 
visibility and a contemporary edge.

Moving to the front, the projection 
headlights’ innovative projection 
function illuminates brighter 
translucent light. Beneath the 
bonnet lies the fruit of taking a path 
less travelled. The engineers have 
managed to fit a transversely mounted 
2.0L inline 6 engine and mated it to a 
6-speed automatic gearbox.

The Epica Stands Out
While shopping for a car to replace 
his aging Suzuki Liana, Visnu 

chanced upon the Epica and took 
an immediate liking to it. Visnu told 
us, “I was attracted to the Epica due 
to its unique design, making it quite 
the special car. The Chevrolet brand 
itself and the 6 cylinder engine further 
enforced my decision. The price was 
also cheaper as compared to other 
2.0L cars in the market.”

Mod My Epica
It didn’t take long for Visnu to receive 
the keys to his brand new car. Soon 
enough, he found himself wanting 
more. “The 6 speed automatic 
transmission suited Singapore’s 
stop-and-go traffic perfectly and 
made the Epica quite a sporty drive.  
However I wanted more low end torque 
and hence decided to go with a few 
performance upgrades for my car.”  

Turning his attention to the engine, 
he enlisted Fong Kim Exhaust to help 
him achieve the goals he had in mind. 
To help the engine breathe better, 
a carbon charger air filter replaced 
the restrictive stock air box. Various 
electronic gadgets including D1 Spec 
VSD IV and a Power Abuser Super 
Charger were installed and worked 

their wonders in increasing voltage 
and torque. 

Effectively discharging the hot exhaust 
gases is a high flow catalytic converter 
accompanied by a Supersprint 
exhaust system. A Violence Throttle 
Controller gives Visnu the ability to 
control the throttle response with 
various Eco, Sport and Normal modes. 
Everything seemed to be in place and 
the finishing touches were installation 
of a piggyback ECU and tuning. But it 
was then that all went wrong.

Upon installation and tuning of the 
piggyback ECU, Visnu encountered 
endless CEL issues. He soon realized 
that the Epica’s sensors were 
extremely sensitive to such electronic 
changes and the tuner failed to inform 
him prior to installation. 

To allow him to keep an eye on any 
abnormities, a Greddy Informeter 
Touch which displays any possible 
diagnostic trouble codes and a large 
list of ECU signal items was wired up 
to the car. “Despite spending quite 
a sum on the piggyback and tuning, 
the gains were barely there. Instead it 

gave me countless problems and bad 
fuel economy.”

Back on Track
Visnu was recommended to head to 
Harmony Motor, a workshop which 
specializes in Korean cars. Harmony’s 
tuner, Joey, did a check on the Epica 
and realized it was over tuned, hence 
resulting in a long list of problems. 
Joey proposed a set of solutions and 
Visnu was won over by his expertise 
and sound technical knowledge. 

The piggyback ECU was removed 
and the car was tuned using Harmony 
Motor’s Original ECU Programming. 
Joey not only managed to resolve the 
CEL issues, but also exceeded Visnu’s 
performance expectations of the car. 
Torque across the entire power band 
was increased yet fuel efficiency was 
not compromised. 

“I was pleasantly surprised by what 
Harmony Motor could do for my car. 
Joey’s knowledge and their original 
ECU programming impressed me and 
did wonders for my car.” said Visnu.

Six in A Line
Subtle modifications coupled with a 

competent tuner did wonders for  
this Epica.

EnginE
Carbon Charger Air Filter, D1 Spec VSD 
IV, D1 Spec Digimeter, Power Abuser 
Super Charger, Harmony Motor Original 
ECU Programmings
 
ExtErior
LED Daylight Running Lights 
 

Cabin
Violence V-Drive Throttle Controller, Apexi 
Turbo Timer, Greddy Informeter Touch,  
DAD-themed Interior
 
Exhaust
Supersprint Exhaust System, Quad 
Exhaust Tips

Fast Facts:  
Chevrolet Epica 2.0
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Beneath the bonnet lies a unique in-line 6 engine

Throttle adjustments on-the-go

DaD themed interior

Greddy Informeter Touch

Supersprint Quad Exhaust Tips
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For enquiry, appointments and on-site installation at your convenience:
E-mail: enquiry@epowersystem.com • Website : http://epowersystem.com

Telephone: 65-63001911 • Mobile Phone Number: 65-90011086

Close-up of Ultrasonic Aircharger
 in a Lamborghini Gallardo

Scalar Ionic Charger Ultrasonic AirchargerE-Power System as installed 
in a Lamborghini Gallardo

Scalar Wrap Aero-Mesh

My wife was complaining about her car due to lack or power and response. She always gets ”horned” at by other motorists because her car lacks 
the response and acceleration to get her out of those embarrassing situations. On seeing the E-Power advertisement, I decided to give it a try on 
my wife’s car and hopefully get the “nagging’ out of the way. When the E-Power System was installed on my wife’s car, I could see the smile and joy 
on her face and I was thinking to myself, if it can do so much for my wife, will it be able to improve my already powerful and economical car. I was 
really surprised at the improvement to the acceleration and response to my car after installing the E-Power System. I have since enjoy driving my 
car even more and take every opportunity to “wack” my car. What came to my surprise is that despite the constant “wacking” I do not experience 
any increase in fuel consumption. You do not know what you are missing till you give it a try.
Mr. Hasnul Hezry

Initially, I had difficulty picking up speed, and experienced jerky gear changes. But after installing the E-Power System devices, my car’s journey has 
become smoother, more comfortable and definitely more enjoyable. And surprise surprise, my fuel consumption improved significantly!! My car used 
to travel about 150km at the half-tank mark before I refill the tank. I am now constantly travelling about 200 odd km at the half-tank mark. I didn’t 
expect the latter to happen by so much, so soon!! From actually dreading to have passengers in my car, I now love zipping around with my loved ones and 
friends in my newly improved peugeot-1007 :) Thanks so very much Mr Lim and E-Power System for making this happen! It has changed the way I drive. 
Mrs. Hasnul Hezry

We will change the way you drive!
The ONLY one of its kind in the world

• Increase engine power
• Increase engine torque
• Improve throttle response
• Remove low-end lethargy
• Remove high-end breathlessness
• Remove engine flat-spot
• Reduce engine noise
• Reduce engine vibration
• Reduce turbo lag
• Enhanced overtaking power

Suitable for all petrol, diesel and CNG engines.

Special Promotion!
$230

Free Installation,
Free Trial and Full Money

Backed-Guarantee.

Testimonials
I have been looking into improving the low end torque of my car for several years now since I got my Volvo S40. It is so frustrating when my car 
lacks the power whenever I try to overtake. I have installed almost every product available in the market that claims to improve the horsepower and 
torque of cars. Devices that look sophisticated and “hi-tech” but sadly none of them works, wasting much of my hard-earned money and time. I 
wanted to give myself a last try before I give up all hope of trying to improve my car. I met Mr. Lim after reading the many testimonials advertised 
on the E-Power System in the Rev magazine. I was skeptical at first but after the first installation, I could feel the instant power and response that 
my car display.

The car feels lighter and accelerates much faster. It is simply incredible. I am also surprise that my engine is quieter, smoother, so much more 
responsive and the gear change quicker and smoother. I never expected so many positive changes to my car. Picking up speed and overtaking is a 
breeze. Its a dream come true. For all new owners of the E-Power System, please be light on your throttle and get used to the power and response 
first before you start to “wack”. Allow yourself time to adapt to the new behavior of your car, I almost bang into the vehicle in front of me after the 
traffic light turns green with my usual pressure applied on the accelerator. The E-Power System has made my drive more enjoyable and the urge to 
ram my car at every opportunity is almost uncontrollable. It’s like a drug addict craving for more drugs. I am not sure if this is the only one of its 
kind in the world but I can assure you that no other products that I know which is available locally can give you similar results like the E-Power 
System. You will be amazed.

Steven Lee / Channel Sales Executive M1 Limited (Singapore)

I am a newly converted adopter of the E-PowerSystem as advertised in REV magazine. There are so many raving testimonials and there is a free trial 
ongoing now so why not give it a go. This is one of the best decision I have ever made. Met Mr Lim and  he installed the Intermediate System to get 
me initiated. The instant change is incredible as the car became smoother just with 2 devices installed. I went to the main road and he encouraged 
me to floor my throttle. The car is much quicker to accelerate and I am grinning ear to ear. But this is just the beginning. Next, he let me try the stage 
1 with around 10 items installed. He warned me to be light on the throttle and get used to the power. This might sound exaggerated but his advise 
is very sound. My car seems to have a new life breathed into it. You will feel the same excitement as though you just received a brand new car. At the 
same stretch of road where I floored my throttle, my car surged on with gusto like a raging bull. Normally, the RPM will hit 3000 and changed gear 
slowly as it is programmed to be a comfortable ride. Now it pulled to 4500 and changed gears and swiftly moved to 4500 again. In the end of the test, 
my adrenaline is rushing and hands trembling. Sounds like I just went through the Battlestar Galactica but even better.

Stage 1 price is pretty steep for me and I was hesitating to commit my hard earned dough. Mr Lim is very patient and he gave me 2 more tests with 
and without 5 items of Stage 1. The sheer increase in excitement and passion in driving my car has mercilessly kicked my logic away and I am a 
proud owner of E-PowerSystem Stage 1. Many people will be skeptical about this unconventional technology and I was too. But once you try it out, 
you will never turn back. And the amazing part is that Mr Lim invented this system and the current 3G generation is one of his finest. What won 
me over is that it doesn’t require major changes to your engines and the enhancements are barely noticeable. Best of all, you can transfer them to 
your next ride easily so your money is well utilized. Icing on the cake will be when you stop at the next traffic light and accelerate past all the “fierce 
cars” with your seemingly innocent family car. (FYI my ride is a 2008 1.6L Toyota Corolla Altis)
Wesley Sum / Assistant V.P Barclay Bank
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What’s the success story behind BCC? We speak with Francis to find out more.

TALK

18 MAY 2011

The French AuTomobile 
Workshop speciAlisT

Hi there! Tell us more about 
BCC’s history and how you guys 
got started in the business?
Back in 1975, we started operations as 
a Mobil Service Station under the name 
of Billy and Company. From a humble 
repair workshop, we worked hard and 
expanded our business throughout 
the past 30 years. Several of our walk-
in customers back then have stuck 
with us for more than three decades 
and even patronize us at our current 
location at Sin Ming. From Billy and 
Company, we had our name changed 
to Billy Carcare Centre & subsequently 
in year 2005, Billy Carcare Centre was 
incorporated & we are now known as 
BCC Automotive Pte Ltd.

What kind of cars do you 
specialize in?
Having been in the business for more 
than 30 years, I would say we had the 
opportunity to service almost every 
kind of vehicle out there. From the 
rare Renault Gordini, to the Benz & 
Beemers… as long as you come, we 
will have the solution for you!

Our specialty however, is with French 
automobiles such as Renault, Peugeot 
& Citroen. Our proven track record have 
won the trust of countless owners, fleet 
owners and even authorized dealers of 
French cars. Back in 1999, we were 
appointed by Renault France as the 
Renault Authorized Service Centre until 
the local Renault distributor changed 
hand in year 2007. Our experienced 
team of technicians is able to handle a 
wide variety of cars including Japanese 
& all other continental brands such 
as BMW, Mercedes, Opel, Fiat, 
Volkswagen, Volvo etc just to name a 
few.

What kind of services do you 
provide?
We pride ourselves as being a one-stop 
workshop which provides a complete 

solution for all your motoring needs. 
BCC aims to provide superior services 
to satisfy the needs of its customers 
with focus on convenience, speed, 
quality and personalized services. 

Our long list of services includes 
electronic engine diagnosis, 
maintenance services and repairs, 
air-con repairs and servicing, LTA pre-
inspection services, motor insurance 
renewal, accident claims, buying/selling 
of pre-owned vehicles and 24 hour 
roadside assistance. We also provide 
free claims consultation and e-Filing 
report for all 3rd party, own damage 
accident claims, personal injury claims 
as well as windscreen claims. 

Being in strong collaboration with 
C. Melchers GmbH & Co, one of the 
pioneer CNG installers in Singapore, 
we are proud to be one of the largest 
CNG installers in Singapore. Our team 
of skilled technicians had undergone 
stringent CNG installation training by 
C. Melchers’ specialist from Germany 
and customers can be assured of the 
highest quality CNG kits & cylinders 
being installed in their cars and every 
car will be put through a comprehensive 
quality check after each conversion. 

Our after-sales staff will also send you 
prompt reminders for routine checks 
and arrange the appointments to suit 
your schedule.

Why would customers choose 
BCC over other workshops?
We are very particular in terms of 
workshop housekeeping and I would 
dare say that we are one of the very few 
well maintained & organized workshops 
in Singapore. No one likes to visit a filthy 
workshop with oil stains & spare parts 
lying all over the workshop floor. 

Besides, we take care of your car as if 
it’s our very own. We put seat covers, 

steering covers & paper floor mat on 
your vehicle the very minute you drive 
into our workshop. I would also say 
our stellar reputation, personalized 
customer service and proven track 
record is one of the main reasons why 
customers choose to stick with us.

What would be BCC’s unique 
selling point?
At BCC, we strongly stand by “Providing 
Agent’s standard but at the price of 
an independent workshop.” You will 
receive the similar kind of service 
standards that you will usually get from 
an Agent workshop. 

Our friendly advisors & factory trained 
technicians, coupled with factory 
diagnostic equipment will resolve all 
your car’s issues just like a distributor’s 
workshop but at a fraction of the cost. 

How well equipped is BCC when 
it comes to handling customers’ 
needs?
In order to provide customers with a 
complete solution to their motoring 
needs, we pride ourselves in having 
dedicated areas in our premises for 
various purposes. 

Starting with our workshop, we 
have a total of 15 car lifts for a fast 
turnaround time. As a compulsory 
measure, fender covers must be 
utilized on every vehicle to prevent 
scratches while our technicians work 
on your beloved vehicle. Should a car 
requires replacement parts, we have 
a warehouse stocked to the brim with 
parts for various makes. Waiting time is 
hence reduced significantly.

Our state-of-the-art diagnostic 
equipment ensures that we get an 
accurate diagnostic when performing 
troubleshooting works on your vehicle. 
Being the Ex-Renault Authorized 
Workshop, we are fortunate to have the 

Renault factory Diagnostic equipment - 
Renault Clip.

For customers who patronize us for an 
Express Service, we have a cozy waiting 
lounge equipped with a 42” LCD TV 
and complimentary WIFI access. Feel 
free to relax and have a cup of coffee 
on us while you wait for your vehicle to 
be serviced.

BCC is the approved workshop for 
Automobile Association of Singapore 
(AAS), member of The Singapore Motor 
Workshop Association (SMWA) and is 
also the authorised repair workshop 
for Chartis, Etiqa Insurance Berhad, 
First Capital Insurance and India 
International Insurance. Our team has 
over 30 years of experience in terms of 
claims management and are very well 
versed in 3rd party claims matters. We 
will always go the extra mile by providing 
free claims consultation service 
regardless of whether your vehicle is 
repaired by us or not as this will allow 
them to better understand their rights 
and various claims procedures.

What kind of experience do you 
seek to provide customers with 
when they patronize BCC?
We want all our customers to experience 
a “homely feel” each time they turn up 
at BCC. It is always heart warming 
to see our customers turned friends, 
exchanging greetings & cracking of 
jokes with our staff. 

It is one thing to spend thousands on 
advertising, but the best promotion tool 
would be by word-of-mouth. Recently, 
we launched a “Refer-A-Friend program” 
which rewards existing customers who 
refer their friends to us. 

With our well equipped workshop and 
a team of competent technicians, we 
hope to build a long lasting relationship 
with our customers.
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GadGets & Gizmos
There's no point in having a powerful car 

if it doesn't have the right accessories to complement it. 

1. H.O.D Bulb

Chuan Lee Hin – 6862 6818 

Fabulous X’s Aero Mirrors will certainly add a sporty touch to 
your vehicle. Ditch those stock mirrors and let your car sport a 
new look. Simple, bolt on installation makes this a hassle free 

aesthetic enhancement for your car. Available for a 
wide range of models including Lancer CS/EX, 

Subaru MY 05/06, Suzuki Swift, Mazda 
3, Proton Gen 2 and Civic EG/EK.

4. Aero Mirror

Fabulous X – 6841 7697

Made from high quality PU material, Miracle’s E92 M3 Conversion 
Kit will instantly transform your car into a mean-looking M3. 
Consisting of front/rear bumper and a pair 
of side skirt, this kit bolts on 
nicely and fitting will be of no 
issue. Be the envy of many 
with this unique conversion 
kit by Miracle Body Workz.

6. E92 PU M3 Conversion Kit

Miracle – 6468 3096

Adding the finishing touches to the stylish Forte is this LED 
Tail Lamp set from ManCanDo. The bright LEDs increase 
your car’s visibility at night and prevent unwanted rear end 
collisions. Designed to replace your stock tail lamps, 

this LED tail lamp set will fit 
nicely without unsightly gaps.

8. Kia Forte LED Tail Lamp

ManCanDo – 6458 5649

With the rising costs of fuel, drivers are often trying to find ways and 
means to improve their vehicle’s fuel economy. One simple and 
cost-free way to do so is by ensuring your tyres a r e 
inflated to the correct pressures. With Steelmate’s 
Type Pressure Monitoring System, you can keep 
an eye on your tyre pressure with its high 
quality sensors and cabin-
mounted display unit.

9. “A” Style Front Grille for VW Golf MK6

McWell – 8139 0848

A reliable boost controller is a necessity for 
any high performance turbo-charged car. 
Blitz Dual-SBC Spec S offers excellent boost 
stability, control and response from its highly 
efficient solenoid. It has a green LCD screen 
for high visibility and large buttons for easy 
operation. A total of 4 boost channels can be 
set and it also serves as a digital boost meter.

3. Ecliptech Shift-i

Dynotechnica – 6841 1304

Stand out from the crowd with this DRL with in-built Signal lights. 
Encased in splash and moisture proof enclosure, you don’t have to 
worry about condensation appearing over time. These lights a tinge 
of style during the day and increases visibility 
at night. These lights will also start flashing 
together with your signal lights 
when you turn them on.

2. Daytime Running Light with in-built  
     Signal Lights

Concorde – 6292 0087

H.O.D actually stands for High Definition Olive Lamp, 
a new generation of auto lighting lamps that are much 
bigger than the cylindrical shape of Halogen lamps. 
They possess a penetration ability that provides better 
lighting even in adverse weather conditions. With better 
convergence effect and wide illumination range, the 
H.O.D certainly aids in a safer driving experience.

5. Blitz Dual-SBC Spec S

LTM – 6452 2135

Spruce up the exterior of your Golf MK6 with the “A” Style Front 
Grille by McWell. Made of ABS material, this front grille will 
compliment the new stylish looks of the Golf. With this new front 
grille, no longer will your car be “just another Golf” on the road.

10. Steelmate Tyre Pressure Monitoring System

Xquisitew@rks – 6363 3505

Achieve Bride’s ultimate seat position system with the 
VIOS III racing seat. With its Low Max System, you can 
achieve the lowest possible setting a seat and seat 

rail combination can offer. The one-of-a-kind seating 
position will enable the steering wheel centered to the 

driver, giving you the perfect racing seat position.

7. Bride Low Max VIOS III Seat

Motec – 6265 3558

Dubbed the “Ultimate in Progressive Shift Indicators”, the Shift-i is catered to 
suit the most basic street users to hardcore racers. The Shift-i was designed 
from ground up to be the most well thought out solution. Practical features 
and options that will do the job you need. Featuring 7 super bright wide 

angel LEDS with fully adjustable brightness, 
you can digitally adjust the RPMs 

which you want the lights to 
come on and when they all flash.
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6. Monitor Precision Aluminum 
Tweeter Pod
Made from high quality polished aluminum, Monitor Precision 
Aluminum Tweeter Pod will blend nicely into the interior of 
all vehicles. Designed for the M3, M5 and M7 component 
system, this tweeter pod will enable you to mount the 
tweeters onto the A-pillar of your vehicle. Advantages include 
being able to customize the 
height and direction 
of the tweeter. An 
installation kit is also 
supplied together 
with the pods.
Amici – 6560 1296

4. Vision Head-Unit for Toyota Vehicles
View videos and movies in crystal clear sound quality with 
this customized 7” touch screen DVD head-unit. It is packed 
with plenty of entertainment features as well as a host of other 
utility features including a built-in GPS navigator. Connectivity 
is of no issue here since it supports both USB devices and 
SD card. Bluetooth calling function is also supported.
Autoform – 6294 5500 

5. Monitor Precision M7
Enjoy sound at its best with this stylish system from the 
good people at Monitor Precision. The M7 is a 3-way cross 
over component that comes with at 6.5” woofer, 3” mid-
range and 28mm tweeter that all work together in harmony 
to reproduce the best sound possible. Crafted with high 
grade materials, these speakers will add a touch of décor 
into your ride.
Amici – 6560 1296

2. Alphasonik RCA Cable
Reproduce high quality audio with 
Alphasonik’s RCA Cables. With its signal 
path twist technology, maximum interface 
rejection is achieved and the metal 
connectors provide strength and durability. 
Oxygen-free high-conductivity solid copper 
conductor ensures pure signal transfer and 
crystal clear audio production.
Concorde – 6292 0087

8. Alphasonik Fuse Box 
With the Alphasonik Fuse Box, you will be able 
to connect multiple sources to one single power 
source. Linking it to the output end of the In-Line 
Fuse, the Fuse Box can be conveniently mounted in 
your cabin, making it easy to access. The fuse box 
takes one single fused connection and splits it into 
many smaller fused connections for your other audio 
equipment needs.
Concorde – 6292 0087

2. MB Quart PVL 216
The premium-line from MB Quart represents excellent 
sound quality and promises sound quality which is beyond 
the ordinary. The PVL 216 6.5” 2-way component speaker 
uses the completely new tweeter, the PTI 40. The speakers’ 
construction consist of a two-piece loud speaker basket 
with carbon fiber reinforced plastic composite and special 
silver painted metal covers for optimum protection and 
effective cooling of the magnet system.
Xquisitew@rks – 6363 3505

7. Vision Head-Unit for Suzuki Vitara
This is specially designed head-unit that has been 
customized to fit the Suzuki Vitara. A large 7” touch 
screen capable of supporting DVD, MP3 and various other 
multimedia media formats, you will have endless hours of 
entertainment in your vehicle. With a built in GPS, you will 
never lose your way again while calls can be answered via 
the head-unit using its Bluetooth receiver. This head-unit 
also supports iPod/iPhone, SD card, and USB devices.
Autoform – 6294 5500

1. Pioneer AVH-P4350DVD
Joining Pioneer’s line-up of DVD Receivers is the AVH-
P4350DVD. Video and audio quality is exceptional 
and is set to change your in-car entertainment 
experience. Innovative features includes the ability 
to adjust the acoustic characteristics in order to 
achieve centralized and focused soundstage. It also 
comes with a SD memory card slot and USB direct 
control for iPod and iPhone. 
Xquisitew@rks – 6363 3505

3. Alphasonik In-Line Fuse
Protect your car by installing Alphasonik In-Line 
Fuse. Made from high quality plastic, this fuse 
will protect your vehicle from burning up in case 
of the power wiring shorting out. Installation is 
best done as close to the battery terminal as 
possible. The twist-lock clear fuse holder allows 
visual inspection of the fuse and ensures the 
safety of both yourself and your car.
Concorde – 6292 0087

10. db Drive Okur S9 6C
Besides having a stylish and eye catching 
design, db Drive Okur S9 6C speaker also packs 
a pretty mean punch. This set of component 
speaker consists of a pair of 6.5” speakers with 
paper composite cone with TSD coating and 
steel embossed woofer basket. A set of 0.75” 
rotatable silk dome tweeter provides accurate 
high frequency reproduction. 
Xquisitew@rks – 6363 3505

CRANK UP YOUR VOLUME
Make yourself heard with all the latest innovations from around the globe
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Styling one’s car can be an 
adventurous journey for many. Some 
prefer a clean, sleek look which 
attracts little attention while some go 
all out with wide bodykits and custom 
airbrush graphics. It is by far never an 
easy feat to create a flowing seamless 
package which will impress. I’m sure 
you will agree with me when I say 
that sometimes you’ll wonder  where 
did certain owners get their styling 
cues from. Mismatched rims and 
body panels, chrome bits applied at 
the weirdest of places, we’ve seen it 
all. Well, I guess one man’s meat is 
another man’s poison.

Fit for a King
One particular form of aesthetic 
modification that has been catching 
on locally in recent years is VIP 
styling. Originating from the land of 
the rising sun, Japan, word has it that 
VIP styling was initially used by the 
Yakuza. Large luxury sedans such as 
Mercedes and BMW cars often drew 
unwanted attention from the police 
and rival gangs. By using domestic 
models and sprucing them up with 
luxurious interiors, the Yakuza could 
avoid detection.

Typical platforms were initially large 
luxury sedans with a rear wheel drive 
configuration. The high costs of 
owning such vehicles have prompted 

automotive enthusiasts to explore 
alternative platforms and as a result, 
you can now find minivans, Kei cars 
and SUVs spotting VIP styling cues.

Distinctive features of VIP styled cars 
would include large rims with negative 
offset and large lips and outrageously 
low ride heights. The influx of various 
shops and private sellers dealing with 
VIP styling products has also made 
it easier for local enthusiasts to build 
their dream setup.
 
Embarking on Project Swift
When purchasing his car, Alvin merely 
wanted a reliable Japanese hatchback 
to ride in. The Suzuki Swift wasn’t 
chosen as a platform for a VIP styling 
project but things took a turn shortly.

It all started when his wife presented 
him with a D.A.D rear view mirror as a 
gift. Back then, Alvin would laugh at 
his friend when he actually paid $150 
for a similar rear view mirror. When 
installed, Alvin found that it looked out 
of place and went looking for similarly 
styled products to compliment 
it. Rather than follow the popular 
performance orientated build, Alvin 
decided to that it would be refreshing 
to embark on an alternative build. 

Back in 2008, Alvin didn’t have many 
resources to work with. As a result, 

it was a journey involving much trial 
and error, and visiting countless 
shops to get them to comply with 
his customization requests. With no 
references on hand, Alvin started out 
by customizing his interior to match 
his accessories. 

Armed with his unique designs, he 
begun approaching various shops for 
customization works. It was not all 
smooth sailing as many shops were 
reluctant to step out of their comfort 
zone. One of the most heard phrase 
was “Nobody does it that way, you 
should follow how the others are 
doing it”. However, Alvin insisted 
and eventually managed to get them 
comply with his designs.

The exterior received a Nexwave 
body kit consisting of front and rear 
bumpers and side skirts. 18” Garson 
Dolci rims fill the wheel arches of 
the Swift and rear camber is a 
staggering -5 degrees. A press of a 
button activates the customized air 
suspension system and lowers the 
car to merely inches off the ground 
and you will never fail to attract stares 
when you exit the car via the vertical 
front doors.

Much of the interior has been 
replaced with specially imported 
parts from Garson Japan and Isotta 

Alvin’s Swift Will Certainly Whet Your Appetite 
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Airbrush graphics on the airbox

Imported Isotta shift knob
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Italy. Alvin explained, “When I started 
looking for accessories to match my 
interior theme, I realized the market 
was dominated by black theme 
accessories. I wanted to try something 
new in the form of a black and white 
contrast interior and hence had to 
turn to overseas sources to get the 
accessories I wanted.” 

Countless limited edition DAD 
products adorn the interior and 
with Alvin’s attention to even the 
smallest of details, he has carefully 
selected every accessory to blend 
in seamlessly with the overall theme. 
Alvin was fortunate and thankful to 
have Luxury Concept Club members 
to brainstorm and share ideas with 
and this further inspired him to try out 
bold, new concepts. 

Upon entering the car, you will require 
more than a few glances to fully soak 
up the extent of the customization 
work. Alvin then turned our attention 
to the I.C.E setup and went on to 
explain further. 

“One of the main reasons for the 
introduction of multiple monitors at 
strategic area is to create a more 
“lively” presentation. I went with a 
passive three way setup for the front 
and set of momentum speakers at 
the boot area to play music video 

or video clip during autoshows or 
outdoor meetups. The build supports 
PC and Playstation input and is 
capable of delivery satisfactory audio  
entertainment to on-lookers.” 

In Conclusion
After working with several shops over 
the past 3 years, Alvin has chosen 
to stick with Master Q for his audio 
and customization works. Besides 
pricing, the quality of the end product 
and fantastic after-sales service 
impressed Alvin. Various electronic 
related requests are taken care of by 
a mechanic named Frankie. 

Quizzing Alvin on his take on the 
local VIP styling scene, he provided 
answers which proved extremely 
insightful. “Judging from the recent 
rides I have seen, our local community 
is getting closer to what the Japanese 
VIP stylers are at this point of time. 

They have moved from the traditional 
black and boxy exterior with minimum 
done up interior, to the current trendy 
color mixture and fabulous looking 
interior upholstery work.  In my humble 
opinion, we should understand the 
changing environment (mainly the 
various car models) and aim to be a 
step ahead, and possibly improving 
our local VIP styling and Autostyling 
at the same time.”

ENGINE
Eectroplating Chrome of Engine Cam 
Cover, Titanium pearl white with airbrush 
on airbox, Grounding cables, Monster drop 
in filter, Blue lighting with white beat lights 
 
EXTERIOR
Nexwave front and rear bumper and side skirts, 
Euro spoiler, 2 x exhaust tips, Lexus Pearl 
white with titanium color coating, 18” Garson 
Dolci Rims, Rear camber -5 degree, 2 x D.A.D 
Kaiser emblems as side signal markers, 1 x 
DAD chrome ornament for rear windscreen 
and rim caps, 1x Kaiser emblem for front 
grille, DAD License plate frame and emblems 
front and back, Undercarriage blue lighting 
with white beat lights, Vertical Doors (Lambo 
Doors), Customised Air Suspension System 
 

CABIN
Garson Japan; DAD Limited Edition Luxury 
Tissue Bag Type Gloss White Vertion, Ash 
Bottle Type Gloss White Vertion, Drink Holder 
Type Gloss White Vertion, Mirror Type Gloss 
White Vertion, 2 x Square Cushion Type 
Gloss White Vertion, Neckpad Type Gloss 
White Vertion, DAD custom D emblem chain, 
Executive Mirror Line Stone wide version, 3 x 
DAD Type Vega assist grip, DAD Jewel Wheel 
Fragrance, DAD D Emblem White, Luxury non 
skip mat type leaf, Luxury Mini Tray Type Gloss 
 
ISOTTA ITALY
Isotta Ferrara Swa (White) Steering Wheel, 
Isotta Keplero special (White) Shift Knob, Isotta 
Hydrus Hand Brake, Isotta universal pedal kit 
ALU 11 Pedal

CUSTOMIZATION
Customized armrest with blue lighting, Full 
upholstery half leather wrapping, seats, 
door panels, all side panels, boot, roof 
lining, dashboard and flooring, Center 
Rear Seat console, Blue Room Lighting. 

I.C.E
Fiber molding of front passenger side dashboard 
with 7” LCD, table with blue lighting, 2 x 
Headrest monitor, LG 18.5” LCD monitor with 
remote control capability, Playstation capable, 
Pioneer P4350, Soundstream PCA 4.400, 
Soundstream PCA 2.236, 2 x Soundstream 
XTC-6, Soundstream 2.0 Capacitor, D.A.D 
tweeters, Auto craft 2 channel amp, Rockford 
P1 subwoofer, Momentum component 
speakers, 11 x 3.5” LCD screen, 2 x 12.3” 
sun visor monitors, 4 x 10” LCD screen (one at 
each door panel)

Fast Facts: Suzuki Swift
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Door panels are wrapped in plush leather

We’re not encouraging drink driving here.

In-built headrest monitors

White on black themed interior

Cocktails for you, Sir?

Crank the volume up and you’ll be blown away
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Riding on the success of the Bit-One, the 
first signal interface processor by Audison, 
the guys have outdone themselves by 
releasing the brand new Bit-Ten. The Bit-
Ten is a digital processor which is capable 
of interfacing with any analog and digital 
source, transforming ordinary “audio” into 
high-performance integrated system. It 
will allow you to integrate your factory 
radio when adding a sound system and 
coupled with the PC-based software, it 
gives you total control over all parameters. 
Developed according to specific criteria 
required by the car audio industry, it 
grants the user access to numerous 
signal treatment functions available. In the 
hands of a skilled technician, one would 
be able to fully unleash the Bit-Ten’s 
potential, achieving immediate results as 
well as extreme operational accuracy.

In-Phone – 6382 2262

To accurately reproduce the low 
frequencies of your tunes, you will 
inevitably require space. For those 
unwilling to sacrifice your rear trunk space 
for huge, chunky 12” subwoofers and 
their enclosure, worry not, Alphasonik 
has a solution. Alphasonik has managed 
to pack a punch into their under-seat 
subwoofer, which as the name explains 
itself, fits nicely underneath the front seats 
of your vehicle. With its built-in high power 
250W amplifier, do not underestimate 
this little subwoofer as it packs a punch. 
It also comes with variable low pass filter 
for enhanced low frequency response. For 
added connectivity, there are RCA and 
speaker level inputs which give you the 
ability to further fine-tune your bass. Now 
you can enjoy the beats of your favourite 
tracks without worrying about taking up 
the rear trunk space! 

Concorde – 6292 0087

1. Audison Bit-Ten

2. Alphasonik Tune Up 
Subwoofer

PUSHING 
BOUNDARIES 
Push the tempo and take your party on the road 

with these aurally powerful systems
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Denso Iridium Plug Oil Filter Brake Pad Fuel Filter Air FIlter Air Con FilterMintex Brake Pad Sonax Flush Motor Flush Coolant

SERVICING PACKAGES - FREE Checking Of Your Precious Vehicle When You Service Your Car With Us! 

MUGEN VT-a MOBIL 1 GOLD PENZOIL HYPERTEC

$178

MOTUL

$188

CUSCO

$108

SHELL HELIX ULTRA

$108

X-REV

$128

OWS NA RACING

$138 $138

CHUAN LEE HIN TYRES TRADING
50, Bukit Batok St. 23, #02-01 Midview Building Singapore 659578 

Tel: 6862 6818   Fax: 6862 6828
We Specialize • Air-Con • Servicing and Repair • Car Stereo • Car Accessories • Sport Rims and Tyres 

Operating Hour:  Mon-Sat: 8.30am - 6.30pm Close on Sunday & public Holidays

One Stop 
Auto Services Centre 
0% Interest Installment Plan Available 
* Terms & Conditions Apply 

Coolant Flush
Coolant Flush will 
enhanced coolant 
flow and prevents 
overheating and 
corrode of the 
metal parts

Air Con Servicing & Repairs
Proper servicing of Air Condition 
systems to ensure the cooling system 
is working in good conditions 

ATF Flush
ATF flushing replaces 
old worn-out automatic 
transmission fluid (ATF) 
with fresh new fluid to 
prolong the life of the 
transmission.

Throttlebody 
Washing Service 
Removes contamination that 
builds up over long periods 
of use. Expect smooth airflow, 
increased power and torque 
after a good throttle body wash

• General Repairs • Top Up Refrigerant 
• Washing of Air Con Systems
• Changing of Coolant Hose
• Detect Leakage 
• Replacement of Air Con Parts

• Mono Block Design High Strength And Lighter
• Hard Coating On Surface To Prevent Wear 
   And Withstand High Temperature
• 1 Year Warranty Of Calipers Against Manufacturing Defects
• Special Pistons To Provide Highly Sensitive 
   Braking And Liner Braking Performance
• Brake Pads Design To Lower Vibration And 
   Increase Stability In High Speed Braking
• High Precision 3D CNC Machining

COILOVER & LOWERING SPRINGS AVAILABLE FOR ALL CAR MODELS!!

Nashin Brake System

FROM 
$1,200 FROM 

$350

FREE ALIGNMENT FOR PURCHASE OF COILOVER OR LOWERING SPRING

ULTIMATE PERFORMANCE CAN BE YOURS!

AVAILABLE FOR MOST MODELS!
COLORS AVAILABLE:

ATTRACTIVE RIM PACKAGES FROM 15” TO 20” TO CHOOSE!!
BE SPOILT FOR CHOICES!!

15” $688 
16” $888
17” $1088 
18” $1388 
19” Special $$ 
20” Special $$

All  Prices Include GST & Before Trade-In. With Any Set Purchase FREE: 
• Lifetime Purchase Repair  • Chrome Tubeless Sleeve Valve  • Off Wheel Balancing 
• Gunk Wheel Cleaner  • Tyre Rotation & Balancing for Every 10,000km 

Project U 
Super Lock Nuts 

At $130, (up $170) 
With Every Set Of 
Rim Purchased

$108 $118

Available in 2, 
Big 4, Mini 4,
6 and 8 Pot

CLH.indd   1 5/2/11   7:32 PM
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Pamper your car and let it look and smell 
good with Smartwax’s comprehensive 
range of detailing products!

As much as people may say that looks 
are secondary, many first impressions 
are based on looks alone. Keeping 
your car clean and shiny will without 
doubt score points with your date. 
Of course, a spotless interior is only 
good until your date enters your car. 
An immaculate interior is therefore 
necessary should you not wish for 
her to start cringing in disgust at the 
layers of dust on your dashboard. 

For those who do not have the time 
and luxury to clean your own car, 

there are always grooming shops and  
packages at your disposal. However 
should you ever find the time to do 
so, you will find immense satisfaction 
once you stand back and admire the 
end result.

At Smartwax, they believe that smart 
people deserve smart products. 
In line with that, they have set out 
to engineer a new generation of 
professional grade products that 
deliver results, are easy to use, fast 
and effective, look good, smell great, 

clean, protect, prolong and enhance 
the appearance of your vehicle. 
Smartwax has a comprehensive 
premium product line-up that ranges 
from the most basic car shampoo, 
to a leather conditioner to moisturize 
those plush leather seats of yours.

Work smart, not hard. You do not 
need to hold a degree in car detailing 
to give your car’s paintwork a brand 
new shine   or set aside a entire under 
the hot sun to give your car its well-
deserved wash and wax. Smartwax’s 

products will save you time, and 
enable you to obtain maximum results 
with minimum effort. 

Speak to the friendly guys at Auto 
Maxima and they’ll be more than 
willing to teach you how it’s done. 
Pick up a few tips and tricks and 
you’ll be on your way to restoring that 
showroom shine to your beloved ride.

For more information, do not 
hesitate to contact Auto Maxima at 
6552 1351. 

SMARTCARWASH
A premium shampoo and conditioner in one 
that is formulated with Synthetic Polymers. 
Smartcarwash is a car wash concentrate 
that loosens and emulsifies the toughest dirt 
and road grime; allowing them to glide off the 
surface, while leaving it smooth and shiny.

SMARTCLAY
This unique claybar makes spotted, rough 
and cratered surfaces smooth like glass 
again. The non-abrasive bar safely and quickly 
removes surface contamination by “pulling” it 
off the surface

SMARTDETAIL
Smartdetail restores that just-waxed deep 
wet looking shine in just minutes. A single 
spray wipes away fingerprints, water spots, 
dust, and other harmful contaminants, leaving 
behind a rich, spectacular shine

SMARTWAX
A 100% pure carnauba based wax and polish, 
enhanced by Non-Stick Protection, Smartwax 
is formulated using Smartwax’s proprietary 
blend of fluorocarbon polymer resins that gives 
it the wet looking, long lasting depth of shine 
and UV protection.

SMARTSEALANT
Application of Smartsealant creates an anti-
static, heat resistant protective seal against 
corrosive elements such as ultraviolet rays, salt 
water, acid rain and industrial pollutants.

SMARTTOWEL
Smarttowel - softer, finer and more absorbent 
than any other Microfiber or conventional cloth 
available. It is capable of absorbing 7 times its 
weight in water and cleans without the need 
of chemicals.

SMARTWAX
An Evolution in Car Care
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WORKING IN PERFECT
HARMONY

Find out how Harmony Motor can benefit the consumer with its latest 
technology, expertise and commitment to the industry.

It is never an easy feat to be regarded 
as a reputable and trusted workshop 
in the automotive industry. Such a 
status is rarely achieved over night 
and to sustain it is also a whole new 
challenge. The best testimonials 
often are those given by customers 
themselves, and word-of-mouth plays 
an important part in building a bigger 
customer base.

Our quest to search for a shop that 
meets the above criteria brought us 
to Harmony Motor. Started in 1996, 
Harmony Motor currently has 2 
workshops in the north (Ang Mo Kio) 
and west (Jurong) of Singapore. We 
had the opportunity to speak to Joey, 
owner and tuner of Harmony Motor 
and learnt about Harmony’s success 
formula. 

“Things have certainly changed 
quite a fair bit since we started our 
business. Technology has advanced 
by leaps and bounds but labour 
charges have remained the same or 
even lower. Workshops nowadays 
tend to be more specialised in 
their own specialties due to heavy 
investment in time, effort and money 
in each technology. Service standards 
have also improved, with more 
emphasis being placed on customer 
satisfaction.”

Harmony Motor’s facilities and 
competent team enables them to be a 

one-stop workshop. They are able to 
provide an extensive range of services 
such as engine maintenance and 
repairs, body repairs, spray painting 
and race tuning and performance 
consultation. Being familiar with a 
large variety of Korean cars allows 
Harmony to be the leading workshop 
when it comes to performance 
enhancements for such makes. 

“The difference between us and the 
other service providers is that we 
use lots of technologically advanced 
equipment. We don’t merely sell 
products off the shelves. We only 
recommend what is really needed. 
We focus on the method of repairs 
and good maintenance program 
rather than selling of lubricants, parts 
or other accessories. By doing so, 
repair charges are lower and car is 
well taken care of.” 

Harmony is also the first to introduce 
Original ECU Programming service in 
Singapore. OEP allows performance 
and problem rectification without 
installation of additional hardware.

With honesty, sincerity and integrity 
as their beliefs, Harmony constantly 
seeks to improve in terms of skill, 
knowledge and service standard. 
Harmony Motor is currently holding 
the President office of the Singapore 
Motor Workshop Association. Their 
intention is to assist the trade in 

improving and upgrading. They 
are contributing time, money and 
expertise to the industry to upgrade 
the management and service 
standard of the workshop community. 

Harmony Motor Pte Ltd is located 
at No. 1 Chia Ping Road, Singapore 
619967 (Jurong) & Blk 10 Ang Mo 
Kio Industrial Park 2A, #02-12, AMK 
AutoPoint, Singapore 568047 (AMK). 
Call 6583 0001 (Jurong)/6482 2444 
(AMK) or visit http://www.harmony.
com.sg for more information. 
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MPT Group Pte Ltd will be hosting 
the Asia AutoSalon for the 2nd year in 
Singapore this coming July. Supported 
by the Singapore Convention and 
Exhibition Bureau, the 3-day trade and 
exhibition event will be ready to impress 
at the Singapore EXPO, Hall 5. Asia 
AutoSalon will feature more than 100 
renowned automotive and performance 
brand names from over 50 distinguished 
industry exhibitors from countries like 
Singapore, Australia, Japan, Taiwan, 
China , Indonesia, Korea and Malaysia.

Attracting the best from the region, 
the Asia AutoSalon promotes both 
consumer and commercial interest. 
Targeted as a one-stop solution for 
automotive products, customized cars, 
aftermarket parts and accessories, 
car tuning as well as performance 
products; a feast awaits all automotive 
enthusiasts.

Directly from the manufacturers or 
factories, expect the best prices and 
gain easiest access to products you 
have been looking for. Be ready for an 

enticing range of products like body 
kits, brake kits, HID and LED lights, 
exhaust or suspension systems, engine 
management, performance parts, in-
car entertainment systems and much 
more! Asia AutoSalon also provides 
regional business opportunities, 
where buyers or business owners 
can source for potential partnerships 
across Asia Pacific in just one place. 
Regional exhibitors are expected from 
markets like Japan, Taiwan, China, 
India, Malaysia, Thailand, Indonesia, 
Philippines, Korea and Australia.

Professional Star Drivers like Tsutomo 
Fujio, Manabu Fujinaka, Kimihiro Obata, 
Takamasa Kuroi, Lady Drifter Hiromi 
Kajikuma from Japan, Ser Meng Huy 
from Malaysia, Jerome James Kennedy 
and Danny Kenneally from Australia 
will be making exclusive appearances 
throughout the show. Also expect daring 
live demonstrations in the hot Mazda 
Efini FD3S RX-7, Daihat-Su small truck, 
D1 Toyota AE86 from Japan as well as 
the R134 Skyvia Ute and the Nissan 
Cefiro from Australia.

AsiA AutosAlon is BAck!
Automotive fans rejoice! Asia AutoSalon will be back in July!

To make the show an event for the whole 
family, the vibrant retail and exhibition 
booths will be the backdrop for some 
great entertainment as exciting games 
with the audience and our beautiful race 
queens will dominate the stage. 

If beautiful race queens and super fast 
cars are not enough to get your pulses 
racing, singing sensation Lorraine Tan 
will make a special guest appearance 
at Asia AutoSalon 2011. Lorraine is 
well known for her 2 self composed 
English albums – Lorraine in Original 
Love Stories Vol. 1 and 2 released in 
2006 and 2007, respectively. Her first 
commercial Chinese album, “ was 
released in Singapore on 28 January 
2011.

Asia AutoSalon is the international 
meeting place for all things automotive. 
There is something for everyone from 
the hardcore car-tuning enthusiast 
to layman buyers and visitors. Find 
the latest innovations and solutions 
for all your automotive needs at Asia 
AutoSalon 2011!
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With the number of cars on the 
road increasing on a daily basis, 
the congested roads may cause 
more accidents to happen. It has 
been hard to pinpoint who exactly 
is in the wrong when there are 
no witnesses present. Well now 
you don’t have to worry anymore 
about being wrongly accused of 
causing an accident when you’ve 
an In-Car Video Recorder installed 
in your vehicle. 

With its 1.3MP wide angle camera, 
it is capable of taking high quality 

videos which are then stored on 
the supplied external memory 
card. The internal G-sensor will 
also record pre and post events 
upon being triggered by an 
external impact. Upon selecting 
the constant recording mode, the 
device would automatically start 
recording whenever it is being 
switched on. Should you wish to 
access the files on your PC, you 
can connect the recorder to your 
PC via the supplied USB cable.

Autoform – 6294 5500

Cusco flagship coil over model, 
the Zero 3X, is for the discerning 
motorsport enthusiast. To him, 
making up time on a 1/100 
and 1/1000 level is of utmost 
importance, and that’s where Zero 
3X comes into play. 

Developed and designed using the 
latest technology, the Zero 3X has 
a new mono-tube shock absorber 
with 3 way 24 steps damping force 
adjustment and external reservoirs. 

“Carrosser works technology”, built 
through long time experience in 
motorsports, results in a coil over kit 
that is second to none and excels 
in what it does best. Compared to 
traditional all-round type products 
which are intended for both street 
and circuit applications, the Zero 
3X’s build and setting specifications 
are focused solely on circuit driving 
with soft compound tyres.

SPK – 9658 9752

Give your car a spa package of 
its own sorts with SPARK Car 
Care Additive Package. Enhance 
the longevity of your engine by 
not only performing regular oil 
changes, but also giving it the 
TLC it yearns for. SPARK Car 
Care range of additive products 
will clean, lubricate and protect 
your engine, ensuring smooth 
running of the engine. The 
Valve and Injector Cleaner is a 
complete fuel system cleaner 
and protector that removes 
carbon deposits that were built 
up on the valve and valve seat, 
reducing emissions and corrosion 
components and extending the 
life of the fuel system. Suitable 
for almost all engines is SPARK 
Engine flush which removes 
harmful deposits from the engine 
and restores engine compression. 
Top it off with the SPARK Engine 
protector, an ultra performance 

motor oil treatment with racing 
additive reinforcements for race 
track usage and harsh driving 
conditions. It provides awesome 
resistance to wear protection and 
prolongs engine life.

SPARK Car Care – 6383 8110 
(Braddell) 

Tuning your car with RICA 
Engineering will give your car 
improved fuel efficiency, but more 
importantly, attain that increase in 
performance figures that you’ve 
always wanted. A sharper throttle 
response makes your car more 
responsive and you will experience 
improved acceleration in all gears. 

RICA Engineering’s upgraded 
engine management software will 

also meet, or even exceed the very 
strict European emission standards 
which the car manufacturers 
must comply with. Experience a 
whole new driving experience with 
maximum enjoyment from your car 
through enhanced performance 
and drivability and reduced running 
costs. RICA Tuning is available for 
Volvo and most continental cars.

Gary’s Engineering – 6841 1923

1. In-Car 
Video Recorder

2. Cusco Zero 3X

4. SPARK Car Care 
Additive Package

3. RICA Tuning

UP
CLOSE

Get a close up view of these products 
that caught our eye
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MIRACLE BODY WORKZ We Accept:

50 Bukit Batok Street 23, # 01-22 Midview Building (S) 659578
tel: 6468 3096 Fax: 6743 3282
Mon-Fri 10.30aM to 10.30pM / Sat 10.30aM to 7pM 
(cloSe on Sun & ph) PAN-ISLAND ( PIE )

UNITY 
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BUKIT  BATOK CRESCENT

BUKIT  BATOK STREET 23MIDVIEW BUILDINGMIRACLE
b o d y w o r k z

e90 M Style Bodykit

BMW F10 h Style aero kit

e60 ac  Style Body kit

e60 RG Style Body kit

e60 k Style Front Lip

e 90 k Style Body kit e90 RG Style Bodykit 

e90 ac Bodykit

e90 / e90 LcI M3 Bodykit

e60 M5 Body kit (PP Material)

E90 BOnnEt
WE SpECIALIZE In BODY WORKS, ACCESSORIES, ACCIDEnt CLAIMS, pAnEL BEAt & SpRAY pAInt

BMW E92 - E93

BMW e92 to M3 conversion kit

BMW E92 M3 COnvERSIOn

BMW Z4 MERCEDES W204

BMW Z4 h Style aero kit Mercedes W204 aM Style aero kit Mercedes W204  W Style areo kit

BMW E60

BMW E90

BMW e92 k Style aero kitBMW e92 Mt Style aero kitBMW e92 ericsson Style aero kit

e60 k Style Body kit

M5 FEnDER

BMW M5 Fender

coMInG 
Soon

neW

e60 M Style aero kit (PP Material)

BMW F10 H StYLE AERO KIt

e90/e92  Bonnet

M3 StYLE CF BOnnEt

e90/ e90 LcI / e9M3 Style cF Bonnet

aRRIvInG 
Soon

PRoMotIon 
$1988 10 SetS 

onLy

PRoMotIon 
$1988 10 SetS 

onLy

PRoMotIon 
$1988 10 SetS 

onLy

PRoMotIon 
$2088 10 SetS 

onLy

BMW F10 h Style aero kit

BMW x6 H StYLE 

BMW X6 h Style

Mercedes W212 aMG

aRRIvInG 
Soon

*Dealers enquires welcome @ 9002 9512
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In last month’s issue, the car entered 
the grimy innards of a workshop to 
receive a new head gasket and clutch 
cable. With those things installed and 
after a hiatus of a few weeks left in the 
cold surroundings of an underground 
car park, the GTI finally got the chance 
to receive some sunshine.

The weather of late has been nothing 
but spectacular, signalling the glorious 
welcome of spring. Temperatures have 
well left freezing point and are now 
hovering around 10C, which meant 
a lot more days where the car could 
escape from the confines of the car 
park and onto the open road – which 
was exactly what I did. 
 
With the confidence gained from the 
few months of problem-free driving,  
I planned for what would be my most 

ambitious road trip yet: 1000 miles 
around England and Wales to the 
best driving roads in the UK – yes, 
those roads that you see in Top Gear 
videos and epic articles in magazines.  
 
I eventually narrowed down to three 
roads in particular: the Black Mountain 
Pass of the Brecon Beacons National 
Park, the Evo Triangle of Snowdonia 
National Park and the Snake Pass of 
the Peak District. Yet before it could 
make such a trip, the GTI had to be 
prepared for the long journey. A few 
concerns remain in my mind.

When I bought the car it had the most 
unique combination of tyres I have 
ever seen, from three different brands. 
I had a pair at the back from Avon, and  
they looked like semi-slick 

tyres (CR500). My fronts were not 
so glamorous: a Kumho Ecsta with 
wrinkled sidewalls and a Toyo T1-R 
with precious little tread were worn on 
my BBS rims. I knew I had to get them 
changed if I ever hoped to do any form 
of spirited driving, so after doing some 
research I took the plunge and ordered 
a set of Toyo T1Rs. 

I know that they wear quickly, but 
I am going to be doing ridiculously 
low mileage for the time I own the 
car anyway, so I don’t foresee myself 
changing another set of tyres anytime 
soon. Also, I think they grip pretty well  
– as far as I can remember I think my 
previous NA MX-5 also had the same 
set of tyres. 
 

So, off to the tyre centre to get them 
fitted – they come a lot cheaper 
ordered online as opposed to buying 
it off the shelf from the shop, so I’m 
pretty smug that I got a good deal. 
So imagine my disappointment when 
I realise that the car’s track rod ends 
were shot – they needed replacing 
as they are a MOT failure (equivalent 
to Singapore’s VICOM). I also had to 
do the wheel alignment again as the 
car seems to always veer to the left 
stubbornly despite being corrected 
– I guess the track rod ends had 
some part to play in this. Spending 
yet another one or two hundred quid 
on the repairs, I drove home rather 
wearily to rush to school.

SPRING COMES UPON THE VW, 
CUE 1000 MILE TRIP

With the major repair works done, the GTI offers some trouble-free motoring for a blissful few 
months. But with a long road trip looming, it meant that the essentials had to be beefed up. 
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On another note, I got a call from the 
insurers (always an enemy to all car 
drivers, remember) to inform me that 
my premium was to increase by 10% 
because my new postal code (I just 
moved) is a high-claim, high-risk area. I 
am possibly staying in the safest, most 
modern neighbourhood in London, so 
this was a real shocker to me. Left with 
little options, I agreed to it, although 
not without some typical Singaporean 
haggling that knocked off a few dozen 
quid off the amount. 

My mood lifted when I drove out one 
night to run in the tyres. My word, are 
they quiet. They gave the car, now, 
at least some potential in motorway 
cruising with their reduced noise levels. 
They feel grippy and soft too, which 
means the comfort levels are up there 
with the very best, although it does feel 
slightly numb as compared to the best 
of tyres I have tried. 

With a few more days of running in, the 
rubber settled in their composition and 
gripped really nicely. Happy purchase, 
even if it meant some other parts of the 
car also had to be changed. With the 
tyres settled, the car was pretty much 

prepared for the trip, I think. It was 
daunting to imagine the car doing the 
trip – it’s only slightly shorter than from 
Singapore to Bangkok – but at the same 
time, I was happy I was finally going to 
the places that I bought the car for. 

Eventually the car returned to London 
safely, but not without some injuries. 
The steering screech is back, although 
it is not nearly as pronounced as when 
I first got the car. That said, it is still 
irritating especially when doing multiple 
point turns with the necessity for full-
lock. The exhaust has also taken a 
rather indifferent tone, now sounding a 
bit different from normal. 

I suspect the prolonged surge of 
exhaust gases has blown some seals 
off the rusty spots of the exhaust, so 
it’s blowing from somewhere. Also, 
now there’s a distant clatter when the 
car wakes up from a cold start – seems 
like some resistance from the camshaft. 
Other than these issues, the car feels 
fine – better than before actually. 

For some reason, it feels more torquey 
now in the low-end. I must say, these 
long trips should be done more often!
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FORMULA DRIFT: 
STREETS OF LONG BEACH

With his Ford Mustang built strong 
for this season – thanks to Falken 
and ASD – Justin Pawlak was feeling 
confident for the opening round of the 
2011 Formula Drift series. Expecting 
to win that weekend, Justin started the 
weekend qualifying in 11th place on 
Friday with a best score of 81 from his 
two individual runs. 

The Top 32 tandem battles kicked off in 
the late morning on Saturday morning, 
after a two-hour morning practice 
session. A tandem battle consists of 
two runs where two cars take turns to 
lead and follow, going head to head 
and drifting alongside each other as 
close as possible.

Meeting Cyrus Martinez (who qualified 
22nd) in the Round of 32 first, Justin 
smoothly cruised through to the Top 
16 to meet his team-mate Darren 
McNamara (who qualified 6th). Darren 
unfortunately spun while leading, 
practically handing the win straight 
into the lap of Justin’s, who made no 
mistakes.

With only eight left in the game, 
competition levels tightened as 

everyone wanted to get their hands on 
the signature Formula Drift carbon fibre 
trophies. Justin met Kyle Mohan next 
– Kyle has been giving crazy runs the 
whole time, nearly kissing the wall of the 
first rear clipping point each time. But 
he turned out to be no match for Justin, 
who made it to the Top 4. 

Keeping it clean the whole way so far, 
Justin made his first big error of the day 
during the semi-final battle when he 
straightened out towards the end of the 
first run while chasing Daijiro Yoshihara. 
Dai, who had qualified in second place, 
needed to just keep it safe in order to 
capitalise his advantage into a win. 
But as luck would have it, Dai got the 
line wrong and swung too wide in the 
second run of the battle when he was 
doing the chasing.

Resetting the scoreboard and starting 
on a clean slate, One More Time was 
called between Dai and Justin. Dai put 
in his best but his Nissan S13 (which 
is probably one of the most expensive 
S13s in the world) was simply not fast 
enough for Justin’s muscle Mustang. 
Justin clearly took the win and moved 
on to the final where young up and 

Daijiro Yoshihara and his Discount Tire S13.

Daijiro Yoshihara came close to making it to the final but had to settle for third instead.

Matt Powers in his personal S14 was on a roll.
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coming Matt Powers and his personal Nissan S14 
was waiting to take Justin on.

Matt has never been on the podium and while Justin 
has, the latter has never been at the top of the podium. 
Both determined to make the best out of the success 
they have achieved so far, they put up a spectacular 
finale that was close but not close enough to warrant 
a One More Time. 

Bringing their cars in front of the crowd, Justin fell to 
his knees in sheer joy and pumped his fists in the air 
when the judges officially declared him as the winner of 
the opening round of the eighth Formula Drift season 
at Long Beach. 

Having followed the Asian series of Formula Drift since 
it debuted in Singapore in 2008, catching the original 
North American professional drifting series in action 
is a genuinely eye-opening experience. Sponsors, 
partners and investors of teams and drivers put in 
effort to set up grand hospitality areas and pit areas 
for visitors to admire and take photos at, while the 
10,000-strong crowd returned the favour with their 
enthusiasm and fascination for the sport.

Despite the 20-hour flight time, 15-hour time difference 
and horrible jetlag, nothing could have spoiled the 
personal witnessing of the Formula Drift in its smoking-
tyre sideway-sliding feats; not even the worst of travel 
companions.

Justin Pawlak knew he was going to win that weekend.

Charles Ng of Hong Kong is not unfamiliar to Singaporeans.

Not the prettiest car but definitely one of the strongest.American race queen anyone?

Winners of the opening round of 2011 Formula DriftVictory champagne

Hug of victory
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Previously we covered the Intake aspect of the 
basic performance upgrades for your vehicle. In 
this installment, we’ll be touching on Headers.

No, we’re not talking about the 
type of header associated with 

soccer. Exhaust headers, also 
known as extractors are the 
terms used to describe an 

aftermarket variant of the factory 
exhaust manifold. Sounds confusing? Manifold 
– factory unit which is being shared by all 
cylinders. Header/Extractor – Aftermarket unit 
which has an individual pipe for each cylinder.

The duties of a factory manifold would be to collect 
engine exhaust from each cylinder and channeling 
them to the exhaust pipe. Due to the design of the 
factory manifold, all cylinders share the same pipe 
and this would cause unwanted backpressure 
which in turn decreases performance. Efficiency 
is lost when more force is required by the piston 

to expel those gases out of 
the combustion chamber.

Aftermarket headers are available 
for many engines out there. 

These headers are usually made 
of ceramic (due to their light weight) 

or stainless steel. The higher range ones 
would be made of titanium, but the costs 

of such headers are usually on the high side. 
These performance headers have equal length 
pipes for each cylinder and these pipes eventually 
meet together in a larger pipe called the collector.

By decreasing the back pressure of exhaust 
gases, the piston would require less force to expel 
them. Once they are expelled, instead of having to 
share a single passage way to the exhaust pipe, 
aftermarket headers offer an individual pipe for 
each cylinder. By using an equal length design, 
gases would arrive at the collector sequentially 
and hence further reducing back pressure. Think 
of it as instead of 200 people sharing one narrow 
passage way and causing congestion, aftermarket 
headers splits the group into several groups and 
cater individual passage ways for each group.

Piping diameter of the header and 
collector should be matched to your 

engine’s displacement. Once again, 
a narrow and restrictive header 
would cause back pressure when 
it is unable to effectively allow 
exhaust gases to pass through. 

But before you replace your 
factory manifold with an 
aftermarket header, do note 

that not all are LTA-friendly. Do 
speak with your workshop and I’m sure 

they will be able to further advise you.

THE BASICS – 
Intake, Header and Exhaust

Complex curves and piping 
diameters all play a part in 
the potential gains you can 
expect from an aftermarket 

exhaust header.
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Model:  SSW 143
Size:  17” - 5 x 100/114.3
Colour Options: 
Matt Gun Metal, Black, Chrome 
Available at Stamford Tyres

Model: WedsSport SA-60M
Size: 18 x 8 & 18 x 9 - 5 x 100/114.3
Colour Options: 
Black Chrome, Matt Black
Available at Stamford Tyres

Model: RM 9119
Size: 17 x 7 - 5 x 100/114.3
Colour Options:  
Hyper Black
Available at Chuan Lee Hin

Model: FP 1541
Size: 17 x 7 - 5 x 100
Colour Options:  
Hyper Black
Available at Chuan Lee Hin

Model: SSW 165 
Size: 15” - 4 x 100, 17” - 5 x 114.3
Colour Options: 
Hyper Silver, Matt Gun Metal
Available at Stamford Tyres

PICK OF THE MONTH

WHEELS
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For some drivers, a car is merely 
a piece of machinery whose sole 
purpose is to get you from point A to 
point B. To them, the regular 10,000km 
oil change is perhaps the only kind of 
maintenance that they perform on their 
cars. Attention would only be paid to 
the car when something malfunctions 
and renders their car useless.

One important, but often overlooked 
aspect of the safety of your vehicle 
is its tyres. Frequent inflation and 
visual inspection can go a long way in 
ensuring its longevity. When a fresh set 
of tyres are required, drivers are often 
faced with a wide range of brands and 
models to choose from. 

H Tyre Pte Ltd is the local distributor for 
Sonar tyres. We got a chance to visit 
their vast show room and were pretty 
impressed by the features of Sonar 
tyres. They do not fall short when 
compared to the other Japanese 
brands in terms of quality and are also 
priced lower than the former.

In 1996, Sonar was started in 
Taiwan and has since established for 
themselves a stellar reputation in the 

tyre industry. Their tyres are exported 
to over 40 countries and sales figures 
are over a million. The outstanding 
marketing strategy and the successful 
execution of it have brought about 
double-digit sales growth.

Sonar has always made it a point 
to keep up with the ever-changing 
technology used in the production 
of tyres. Production equipment are 
constantly being upgraded and staff 
are often sent for courses. Sonar has 
been co-operating with world leaders 
in the development of advanced 
technology for the design and 
production of tyres. Even before a tyre 
is built, engineers examine the design 
and efficiency of its features using 
state-of-the-art computer analysis. 

With its latest technology in computer 
simulation, its well-designed multi 
pitch tyres definitely give you an 
absolute comfortable experience even 
when you are traveling at high speed. 
Quality control of the tyres is the priority 
of Sonar as well as it is foolish to take 
chances when it comes to safety. As a 
result of their attention to details, Sonar 
has managed to attain all European 

certifications and awards (E-mark, 
DOT, ISO 9001, 14002, ETRTO etc).

Sonar’s successful can be seen in 
their vast distribution network. They 
have a sales and distribution network 
spanning over 50 countries globally. 
Many distributors have been doing 
business with Sonar tyres for more 
than 15 years. Countless positive 
testimonials only further prove the 
quality of their products which 
demonstrates both silent comfort (SX-
608) and sports performance (SX-1).

H Tyre Pte Ltd is the local distributor for 
Sonar tyres. Do drop by their showroom 
to get a better understanding of the 
tyres as well as to check out their wide 
range of products. They are located at 
46 & 48 Bendemeer Road, Singapore 
339931. For more information, do not 
hesitate to give them a call at 6293 
3636 or visit their website 
http://www.htyre.com.

SONAR TYRES
Revolutionary tyres that are high in quality and consistent in demand

“I was recommended by my tyre shop to try out the SX-608 (Silent) 
model. Upon scrubbing in, noise level was pretty low and my ride 

was smooth. Do check it out people.”
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CERATO FORTE KOUP SINGAPORE
Meet like-minded enthusiasts at the first Forte and Koup forum!

“...created with passion for 
the all-new Cerato model 
which Peter Schreyer, the 

design director of KIA, 
successfully caught the 

attention of many.“

CAR CLUB

44 MAY 2011
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We have come from a long way ever 
since the forum was born on 24th 
March 2009. It has seen 2 years of 
fulfillments to all the members who 
have greatly benefited several ways. 
Presenting to you - the pioneer 
forum created solely for KIA Cerato 
Forte and Koup owners - Cerato 
Forte Koup Singapore (CFK) (http://
ceratofortekoup.sg).
 
CeratoForteKoup.sg’s humble 
beginnings started from CeratoForte.
sg where the community was made 
up of only a few Forte owners and 
several Forte owner(s)-to-be. It 

was created with passion for the 
all-new Cerato model which Peter 
Schreyer, the design director of KIA, 
successfully caught the attention 
of many. Be it on the streets, print 
and media advertisements and 
even during the “Guess What Car” 
contest. This was followed by 
another successful launch of the 
Koup in late 2009.
 
Ever since the new KIA Cerato 
Forte model began creating waves 
throughout Singapore, more and 
more people started to search 

for more information to feed their 
curiosity. Slowly but steadily, people 
started “googling” the car and found 
themselves at CeratoForte.sg. The 
long-awaited inaugural meet-up, 
which was held on 19th April 2009 
at Seng Kang Riverside Park, was 
attended by several enthusiastic and 
passionate forum members. Since 
then, more activities were organized. 
Activities such as Monthly Meet-Ups 
(big, medium, small, and tiny), D.I.Y 
sessions, charity drives, family day, 
supper treats, dinner outings, kopi 

sessions as 
well as bowling 
sessions have 
been organized 
over the last 
two years - 
You name it, 
we have it. 
 
Last year on 
12 December 
2010, we had 
our very first 
Family Farm 
Visit with 
our family 
m e m b e r s . 
We explored 
places such 

as the Hay Dairies Farm, Qian Hu 
Fish Farm and Farm Mart. We all 
had a good time interacting and 
spending time with our loved ones. 
With the success of this family day, 
we will certainly be planning other 
similar events for the future.
 
This year, we celebrated our 2nd 
Anniversary on 9 April 2011 at a 
chalet in Aloha Changi. The turnout 
for our 1st anniversary back in 2010 
was fantastic, with several members 
joining in the fun and contributing to 
the celebration with home-cooked 
food, tasty take-away as well as 
BBQ food. To commemorate this 
special event, we held lucky draws 
along with a showcase of Forte & 
Koup products and accessories.

If this sounds like a place that you 
are looking for, what are you waiting 
for! COME JOIN US! Whether you’re 
planning to get your hands on a KIA 
Forte or Koup, or you already are a 
proud owner of one, we definitely 
love to hear from you! We strongly 
believe that there are countless 
benefits waiting for you including 
profound sharing, strong friendship 
bonding and definitely not forgetting, 
101% of fun.
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UNCLE AGONY

ASIA PACIFIC SOLE DISTRIBUTOR

33 Ubi Avenue 3 #01-03 Vertex,  

Singapore 408868

Tel: (65) 6294 5500  

Fax: (65) 6291 5040

Email: aesale@singnet.com.sg  

www.autoform.com.sg

ENGINE

UNCLE AGONY
UNDERCARRIAGE

PERFORMANCE

Can’t watch movie 
or bored with 

your OEM Fitted 
Audio Panel?

More then 20 types of OEM 
fitted  Touch Screen DVD 
player with GPS & lots of 

advance functions.

SO
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N

Check out our Special 
Promo Monthly 

No Cutting Wire Needed

NEW 8” LCD

• play music and video while navi  
• DVD/VCD/CD/MP3/MPEG4/CD-R/

WMA/JPEG play back 
• dvb-t box (optional)  
• USB/SD Supported  

• GPS Ready  
• 8” DVD Full touch screen operation 

• Bluetooth with A2DP Function  
• ipod / iphone supported

• steering wheel control smart match (optional)
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MARBELLA M660+ PLUS
• Free lifetime map rental of over 70 countries
• Sleek and slim design with extended battery life
• 4.3” wide TFT LCD touch screen
• Latest Mapking 3D landmark map
• Improve text-to-speech function
• Full voice guidance navigation
• Multimedia player which supports multiple audio/video formats
Price: SGD169.00

GARMIN NÜVI 2465
• Contains Singapore and Malaysia maps
• Sunlight-readable, 4.3” widescreen display
• Innovative speech recognition which allows you to control 
   the nuvi with your voice
• Live Traffic Avoidance (optional GTM 35 accessory required)
• Hands-free calling with Bluetooth wireless technology
• Lane info with junction-view
• Selectable fuel-efficient routes
• JPEG picture viewer, world travel clock with time zones, 
   currency/measurement converter, calculator and more.
Price: SGD 309.00

TOMTOM GO 750
• Maps of Malaysia, Singapore, Indonesia, Thailand and Brunei
• Crystal clear 4.3” touch screen
• Bonus one-year Map Update Service (4 bonus maps in first year of use)
• Hand-free calling via Bluetooth
• Advanced Lane Guidance
• Spoken street names
• “Latest Map Guarantee”
• “One hand” dock and charge design
Price: SGD399.00

Navigation
At A Glance

GPS devices nowadays no longer 
merely bring you to your destination. 
They also pack a host of other 
features such as FM transmitter and 
Bluetooth connectivity.

Back then, the handy Street Directory 
was a tool that drivers relied heavily 
on. There was no “Google Map” for 
your mobile phone and in-built satellite 
navigation in cars.

When GPS devices were first launched, 
it was considered a luxury for many. 
The cost of owning one was easily 
more than $500 and they had 2.5 
inches screens which you had to squint 

at. As technology advanced, prices fell 
and dimensions increased. Nowadays, 
you can easily get a basic 5” model for 
less than $200. Consumers nowadays 
also expect more than just simple point 
A to point B instructions. Voice and 
interface in different languages, lane-
assist/junction view, comprehensive 
listing of roads and POIs and other 
interactive features are just some of the 
requirements of many.

With so many different models in 
the market, you may ask then, what 
makes a good GPS device? Well for 
a start, bigger is better. 4.3” and 5” 
screens tend to be the more popular 
sizes, with many brands spotting such 
dimensions. Frequent map updates are 
also a concern. Of course, accuracy 
is a must to prevent one from going in 
circles. Besides containing just the map 
of Singapore, Malaysia maps are also 

very useful when you head up north for 
your short getaways. A user friendly 
interface aids the first time user, and 
a competent technical helpdesk will 
come in useful should you encounter 
any hiccups.

REV Magazine takes a look at four 
models and sees how they measure up 
against each other in terms of features 
and interface.

PAPAGO R6600
• Preloaded with Malfreemaps.com and Navigasi.net maps     
  (Malaysia, Singapore, Brunei, Indonesia and Full Thailand) 
  with free and frequent updates
• Wide 5” sensitive touch screen
• Advance M3GPS X6 Navigation Software
• Voice activation command
• Bluetooth handsfree technology
• Traffic message channel (TMC)
• 3D Tour and Travel Guide
• Supports hand writing input
• Alternative & multipoint route planning
• Video player, music player & picture viewer
• Quick satellite signal acquisition and locking
Price: SGD359.00
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Cosy, warm and inviting; with 
excellent food prepared with love; 
friendly staff catering to your every 
need. Rubato is a one of a kind 
experience that prides itself on its 
exclusivity and the eagerness to 
share their fanatical passion of the 
love of food with their patrons. 

Tucked away in the quiet enclave 
of Clover Park, this gem stands out 
on its own platform. Despite being 
relatively young in the market, Rubato 
has attracted a steady stream of 
exclusive clientele who patronize 
on a regular basis. Full of charming 
hospitality and gracious warmth 
seldom found nowadays, Rubato 
provides a personalized service 
that welcomes you to their humble 
establishment. It gives a sanctuary to 
get away from the hustle and bustle 
of everyday life, and just to feel the 
stresses of the day slip away.

Indulge in the charming setting 
of the contemporary urban- chic 
surroundings as your tastebuds 
flourish with the bursts of flavors 
of the authentic Italian fare offered. 
Celebrity Chef, Peter Neo, widely 
acknowledged as a master of 
Italian cuisine by critics and fellow 
chefs, helms the Rubato kitchen. 
Prepared with the freshest hand-
picked ingredients, the menu is 
extensive, with a varied selection, 
full of finely crafted flavour, carefully 
planned and prepared for the 
discerning palate. Rubato’s pastas 
are legendary among the gourmet 
crowd in Singapore. Choosing to 
cook all their pastas a la minute 
ensures that the flavour and al 
dente quality is preserved and the 

natural caramelization of the sauces 
elevates each dish to a distillation of 
Italian tradition. 

A wood-fired pizza oven that is 
a masterpiece in engineering & 
aesthetics is the key attraction of 
the restaurant, ensuring that all 
pizzas from Rubato’s kitchens have 
the authentic Italian taste.  Be sure 
to try the Chef Specialties which 
are prepared based on what is the 
freshest catch of the day! The owner, 
Marcus Edwin, makes nightly drives 
to Jurong Port to coincide his arrival 
with the exact moment the fishing 
trawlers unload their night’s catch, 
selecting the freshest lobsters, tiger 
prawns, salmon, sea-clams, giant 
calamari, to ensure that their guests 
eat only the finest. The Chocolate 
Fondant is a must-have, with the 
molten lava of warm chocolate 
core in the heart of the crispy layer, 
combined with an artisanal Italian 
gelato to give a medley of bittersweet 
in one mouthful. 

Indeed, it is a rare find in a country 
like Singapore, whose food crazy 
culture has spawned a multitude of 
restaurants. This is a perfect place 
for an intimate dinner with friends 
and family; or for a romantic meal 
with that special someone.

Rubato Modern Italian Trattoria 
3 Clover Way, Singapore 579078 
tel: 6252 3200 hp: 9180 8820

Rubato is open 7 days a week.
11:30am – 2:30pm; 6pm - late

Complimentary valet parking on Fri, 
Sat, & Sun during the evenings.

47MAY 2011

Fantastic Italian cuisine, intimate ambience n wonderful 
personalized service. This place has it all.

Ciao, Rubato!
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ADK Auto Accessories Centre
52 Ubi Ave 3 The Frontier Epark #01-41 S408867

AutoBacs Venture Pte Ltd 
30 Bukit Batok East Ave 6 S659761
10 Ubi View S408543

AutoDiesel Turbo Fuel Systems Pte Ltd
Blk 20 Sin Ming Industrial Estate Sec A #01-18 S575678

Autoform Enterprise Pte Ltd
33 Ubi Ave 3 #01-03 Vertex Building S408868

AutoVox Pte Ltd 
452 Tagore Ind Ave S787823

BCC Automotive Pte Ltd
Blk 1 Sin Ming Industrial Estate Sector C #01-101/107/109 S5756863

Comfort Delgro & Spark Motorsports 
205 Braddell Road S579701
383 Sin Ming Drive S575717
9 Loyang Drive S508969
7 Sungei Kadut Way S728791
45 PANDAN ROAD S609286
320 Ubi Road 3 S408649

Concorde Auto Accessories (S) Pte Ltd 
12 Jalan Lembah Kallang #01-01 Concorde Building S339568

Fabulous-X Pte Ltd 
51 Ubi Ave 1 #01-21 Paya Ubi Ind Park S408933

Harmony Motor Pte Ltd
No 1 Chia Ping Road S619967

Horizon Auto Enterprise Pte Ltd 
65 Upp Paya Lebar Road #01-01 Guang Ming Ind Building S534817

Jeep Chee Trading Pte Ltd 
Blk 3007 Ubi Road 1 #01-426 S408701

LHN Trading
Blk 1009 Bukit Merah Lane 3 #01-90 S159723  

ManCanDo International Pte Ltd
Blk 34 Sin Ming Drive #01-118

Mcwell Ventures Pte Ltd 
51 Ubi Ave 1 #01-05/06 Paya Ubi Ind Park S408933

Miracle Bodyworkz 
50 Bukit Batok St 23 #01-22 Midview Building S659578

Motec Auto Accessories 
Blk 1 Pioneer Road North #01-10 S628455

MotoRex Performance Pte Ltd 
53 Ubi Ave 1 #03-54 Paya Ubi Ind Park S408934

Revol Carz Makeover 
10 AMK Ind Park 2A #01-12 AMK Autopoint S568047

RTES 
51 Ubi Ave 1 #01-02 Paya Ubi Ind Park S408933

Stamford Tyres Megamart 
19 Lok Yang Way Jurong S628635
50 Bukit Batok St 23 #02-19 Midview Building S659578
8 Kung Chong Road S159145
455 Macpherson Road S368173
31 Loyang Way S508729
10 Admiralty Street #01-85 Northlink Building S757695 
Blk 9006, Tampines St 93, #01-196, Tampines Ind Park s528840
10 AMK Ind Park 2A #01-14, AMK Autopoint S568047

Sung Beng Auto (Pte) Ltd since 1969
342 Circuit Road Singapore 379494

CAN’T FIND THE LATEST ISSUE OF REV? INSTEAD OF RUSHING 
OUT TO FIND A COPY, WHY NOT HAVE IT DELIVERED STRAIGHT 
TO THE COMFORTS OF YOUR HOME? 

FOR 12 ISSUES$24
FREE $20 Stamford Tyres Cash Voucher

FOR 24 ISSUES$48
FREE $40 Stamford Tyres Cash Voucher

Your details  (must be completed)
Name ...........................................................................................................
Date of Birth ..................................................         Male                  Female
NRIC No ......................................................................................................
Address ........................................................................................................
......................................................................................................................
Telephone Number ......................................................................................
Email Address ..............................................................................................

PAYMENT BY CHEQUE
Please make your payment via cheque in SGD payable to:

BIG BANG MEDIA PTE LTD
Bank ............................................................................................................
Cheque Number ..........................................................................................
Mail this form and your cheque to:
Big Bang Media Pte Ltd
220 Tagore Lane #04-01 Singapore 787600

Terms and conditions: This offer is open to residents of Singapore only. For details on overseas 
subscriptions please call +65 6455 8575 Big Bang Media Pte Ltd, the publishers of REV Magazine.
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   For my choice of engine oil, I chose the SPARK TURBO ESTER SYN SAE 10W-50 – a premium ester-based fully synthetic 
motor oil recommended for performance engines. Thermally stable and resistant to oxidation, the oil helps to protect the 
engine at high speeds and extreme levels of performance.

Complete with an engine flush with SPARK’s advanced formula engine cleaning system, my car’s engine felt renewed and 
I could feel the difference immediately. Acceleration is smoother and throttle response is also improved. After about 200 
kilometres, I realised the fuel efficiency effects as the fluids work their magic. In addition to enhanced performance and 
better fuel figures, I also feel safer knowing that my car has been treated right.  

Ms. Cheryl Tay, writer of www.cheryl-tay.com and loves cars and motorsports, drives a 2005 Nissan Fairlady Z Roadster, used 
SPARK™ Turbo Ester Syn Engine Oil, SPARK™ Valve & Injector Cleaner and SPARK™ Engine Flush for servicing.

SPARK Car Care Centres
Braddell 205 Braddell Road Tel: 6383 8110        Sin Ming 383 Sin Ming Drive Tel: 6553 0400
Loyang 59 Loyang Drive Tel: 6214 8300        Sungei Kadut 7 Sungei Kadut Way Tel: 6369 7369
Pandan 45 Pandan Road Tel: 6338 8778        Ubi 320 Ubi Road 3 Tel: 6746 0666

We welcome enquiries for local distribution and export, please call 6383 6038. 

I M P R O V E D  V I S C O S I T Y  P E R F O R M A N C E .  B E T T E R  L U B R I C AT I O N  O N  C O L D  S TA R T. 
R E S I S TA N C E  T O  OX I D AT I O N ,  T H E R M A L  B R E A K D O W N  A N D  O I L  S L U D G E  P R O B L E M . 

SERVICING  •  MECHANICAL REPAIRS  •  FLEET MANAGEMENT  •  ACCIDENT REPAIRS & INSURANCE CLAIMS  •  TYRES & BATTERIES  •  CAR GROOMING  •  ENGINE DIAGNOSTIC  •  24-HRS RECOVERY & TOWING SERVICE

TM

ComfortDelGro Engineering

ComfortDelGro Engineering

TM

ComfortDelGro Engineering

TM
www.sparkcarcare.com

SPARK™ ESTER-BASED ENGINE OIL

Package includes    SPARK™ Power / Turbo Ester Syn fully synthetic engine oil 
(up to 4L)    Change oil filter (original or equivalent)    14-point Clean, Check, Top-up     
Complimentary car wash & interior vacuum
*Offer valid from 1st April to 31st May

GET A FREE GOLF UMBRELLA* 
WORTH $30 WITH EVERY 
SERVICING PACKAGE PURCHASE

$158

For best performance, use SPARK™ Power / Turbo Ester Syn 
with SPARK™ Engine Flush and SPARK™ Valve & Injector Cleaner. 

Comfort Del Gro.indd   1 4/29/11   6:58 PM



JEEP CHEE TRADING PTE LTD (EXHAUST SPECIALIST)
Add: Blk 3007 Ubi Road 1 #01-426 Singapore 408701 Tel: 6745 4700 / 6749 4260 Fax: 6743 2059
         Blk 3015 Ubi Road 1 #01-232 Singapore 408704
We have revamped our website, please visit: WWW.JEEPCHEE.COM.SG     E-MAIL: SALES@JEEPCHEE.COM.SG  

* AMEX/DINERS/OCBC/
MAYBANK/UOB/
CITIBANK Credit Card
Installment Available

The shock absorber which it 
is exclusively designed on the 
basis of  the height, spring rate 

data which is calculated in 
every model. It gives a stiffer 

feeling to the car.

The damping force of  
this shock absorber is 
adjustable. You can 
choose its strength 

among 12 steps, soft, 
medium and hard for 

the front & rear.

CF-S can adjust the 
ride height remains the 

adoption of  certain length 
adjustment system. Also 
designed for each vehicle 

to the position of  the 
bracket.

Damping Adjustable By 
Electronic Control

Unit (T Damping Adjustable 
By Electronic Control Unit 

(TEAS) 

Coil Spring From $300! Coilover From $1550 and above!

Dress-up From lowers car by 
35-40mm but still provides a 

comfortable ride
 with its increased spring rate.

Retaining good ride 
characteristics identical to stock 
while offering almost 20-30mm 

lowering capability

Slightly firmer design for 
improved cornering stability 

while offering 25-30mm 
lowered look.

The damping force of  this shock 
absorber is non-adjustable. 

Spring for this NF Kit is barrel 
form type as shown in the 

catalogue. By Using this spring, 
we achieved much comfortable 

driving quality.
Height Adjustable Height Adjustable

Available for
SUBARU 1.5 HB,

STREAM RN6

Available for
CIVIC FD, EVO 10,

SUBARU GRB, 
HONDA FIT

Available for
HONDA FIT &

HONDA STREAM

LTA COMPLIANT

Civic FD Honda 
Stream

Gas Filled To Keep The Shock Pressurized 
And Helps To Stop Oil Leak In Extreme 
Usage

32 Stage Adjustable Damping Force Enables 
Various Settings Suitable For Your Liking.

Shorter Piston for Lowering Spring To 
Prevent From Hitting The Bumpstops.

Twin Tube From Japan Reacts Quickly And 
Correctly Against Sudden Shock Reaction

ADVANCE RACING DEVELOPMENT PRODUCTS
PACKAGE A

FROM $650

Advance Suspension is a direct replacement for OEM Monotube Shock. 
Ideal as an upgrade from OEM Shock Absorber as it is damping 
adjustable, therefore making it more responsive and easier to adjust to suit 
different driving styles. Made from Steel and power coated damper body.

PACKAGE B

PACKAGE C
FROM 
$950

Models Available: Honda Civic FD, EG/EK, EU1 05 onwards, Fit GE6 08, 
Airwave, Suzuki Swift, Toyota Vios, Altis, Allion, Camry, Mazda 3 06, 5, 
Mitsubishi Lancer CS3, EX, Nissan Sunny N16, Latio, Sylphy.

TANABE 
LOWERING 

SPRING

ADVANCE SUSPENSION + 
TANABE LOWERING SPRING

+ ALIGNMENT

+

FROM 
$395

Honda Fit GE6

LTA Compliant Exhaust From $650!

Stainless Steel muffler 
TITANIUM Tip

$650

Mandrel 
Bending 
Service

Available!

BMW 6 Series Exhaust

Audi A4 / A5 1.8/2.0/3.2T Quattro Exhaust

Fiat Bravo Exhaust Lancer CS3 Exhaust Subaru Impreza 1.6 Exhaust Honda Civic FN2R

Kia Cerato Exhaust Mini R56 1.6 Turbo Volkswagen Golf  5 / 6 / Scirocco Exhaust

BMW 5 Series / M5 Exhaust Audi S5 4.2 V8 ExhaustBMW F10 5 Series Exhaust

KOUP EXHAUST 1.6 COMING SOON!! LTA COMPLIANT!!

Golf  5 SciroccoGolf  6

Audi A3

Audi A3

JetexTheSportsExhaust
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